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Tons of bombs dropped on all targets (65 i'o incendiaries)

48,532

Tons of bombs dropped on Tokyo

8,508

Tons of bombs dropped on Nagoya

5,938

To.ns of bombs dropped on Osaka

5,268

Tons of bombs dropped on Kobe

2,369

Total combat sorti.es flown

9,894

Enemy aircraft attacks

7,663

Enemy aircraft destroyed

436

Enemy aircraft probably destroyed

239

Enemy aircraft damaged

422

Enemy aircraft casualties per I00 att.acks

14.3

Total hours flown (88 per cent combat)

155,545 ·

Average bomb load per aircraft (July)

14,810
1,628

Tot.al engines removed

'

275:28

Average hours per engine removed

7~

(fo4e
182

Total aircraft lost (i.ncluding 37 war wearies)

1,044

Total aircraft battle damag·e d
Personnel Casualties
Killed
Missing
Wounded
Total Casualties
Crew members known to have
ditched .at sea
Crew members rescued (40i'o)

69
964
138
1171
709
285

(Quoted from Wing Stat's "Summary of Operations" published in
August 1945)
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Before leaving Saipan a number of men with
the 73rd Wing and its units expressed a hope that
some sort of a history of our organization would
be published and made available to all Wing
personnel. The Wi·ng historical officer seemed
the logical person to do this since he had handled
the official history of the Wing which is now on
file in Washington. In response to this demand,
as well as to other requests received since returning to the States, this volume is prepared.
While material in the book is partly borrowed
from the official history, it is mostly written a,nd
collected now after a few months in the States
have mellowed our memories of the Marianas.
The 73rd Wing, as a whole, was a homogeneous, hard-working organization. Its personnel were
cooperative with one a·n other and did a tremendous piece of work on and fr·om Saipan. The Wing
was not o.nly the first 20th Air Force organization to hit Tokyo but it also dropped the largest
number o~ bombs on the Japanese Empire and
flew the most missions of any of the 20th's five
wings.
To the 15,000 men who went through the
months on Saipan, those months were long and
hard. While these men may not have actually been
in the fro.nt lines, the Wing's casu.alty list of both
men and airplanes show that we were a fighting
organizatio·n. Also our living conditions were far
from comfortable most of the time. Our food
was sometimes inferior and our quarters were not
too good. We were subject to Japanese raids
during the early part of the period. Nevertheless,
our memories of Saipan will always be close to us.
While this volume is written primarily from
the point of view of the Wing Headqu.arters itself it should be of interest to all personnel of the
W~ng's organizations. After all, the Wing did operate as a single unit from Saip.an and the groups
never did operate independently. The statistics
and figures included have to do with the Wing operation as a whole rather than any particular
organization. This history will necessarily lack the
personal touch that the story of a smaller unit
might have. Personalities are pretty much lost in
the over.,all picture.

These 73rd Wi.ng organizations included the
four tactical groups-the 497th, the 498th, the
499th and the SOOth Bombardment Groups. Also
there were the four Air Service Groups-the 65th,
91 st, 303rd and 330th. Without these maintenance
and engineering specialists and the Service Centers they manned, the Wing would surely h.ave
failed.
Then there were the 880th and 887th Chemical Companies lAir Operations) that handled our
ince,ndi.ary bombs. Burned Japanese cities attested
their efficiency. The 323rd Signal Company Wing
made communications easy for us because of its
own in·n.ate ability.
Two other smaller organizations also made
noteworthy contributioons. The 435th Aviation
Squadron did wonders with jackhammers as well as
easier equipment. While the 435th was not actually
assig,ned to the 73rd, it worked so closely with us
that it ,was practically a part of the .. Wing. The
558th AAF Band kept our morale high with its
concerts and parades. Al~o the Band gave us
stature as a military organization.
The contribution of Lieutenant Lane and his
237th Army Postal Unit in getting our mail to us
cannot be judged by the small size of the unit.
It can c,nly be estimated from the morale improvement experienced after receipt of mail.
It is to all the men of the Wing from General
O'Donnell to the most recent replacement private
to join us that this v·olume is addressed. Its author
is aware that many pictures tha,t might well be
included are left out and that much material of
interest to many has been omitted. In extenuation I ca,n only plead that some negatives and
records have been lost or are now unavailable.
Also the book had to be kept in a comparatively
small oompass for so ambitious an undertaking as
a combat Wing history.
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T""'f . . . . . . Joseph T.

Davis

Captain, Air Corps
Carlisle Barracks, Penna.
December 15, 1946
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he 73rd Bombardment Wing (VH) was activated
i·n Salina, Kansas on November 24, 1943. This
activation was necessitated by the growth of the
B-29 project to a poi-nt where the old 58th Wing
w.as no longer large enough to ha,ndle all the B-29
Cjl'oups. The 20th Bomber Command was activated at the same time and that Command became the higher echelon f.or both the 58th a·nd
the 73rd.
In December of 1943, the 73rd did nothing
but accumulate personnel. This personnel was
partly overages from the 58th Wing and the 20th
Comm.a,nd and most w.ere men who had been overseas in all the various fighting air forces and had
returned to a .tour in the 2nd Air Force. All were
most eager to get into the very he,avy program
and were pleased with their assignment. As a result of thi~. there was great enthusiasm i·n the new
Wing.
The number-73rd-eame from the old 73rd
Bombardment Operational Training Wing which
had formerly exist-ed at Salina and had be.en deactivated. On the first of December the Wing Headquarters was actually set up in a corner of one of
the new Bomber Comma·nd offices with Technical
Serg·eant Horace A. Blagg as the entire Wing
Headquarters enlisted personnel-and he was only
part-time.
·
On that day the morning report st.a rted with
the statement, "No personnel yet asgd." One
might wonder, looking at such a morning report,
who had typed the morning report for the date
in question. One might wonder even more, on
glancing over the morning reports for the next
week, since all read just like the first one. The explanation is that Sergeant Blagg was not really
assigned as Jet but was only borrowed. The 73rd,
then, starte with a borrowed part-time clerk at
a borrowed desk i,n someone el~e's office.
The first Wing Commander, Colonel Thomas
H. Chapman, had already been assigned but was
actually away from Salina at this time attending
to the mysterious business that always arises with
the birth of a new army unit.
On ·the fourt-eenth of December, a new building was nearly e.nough completed for Colonel

Deputy Wing Commander-Col. Sweeney

Lt. Col. Donald McDonald-Wing A-4

All tour of the Wing's bombardment groups
had been activated by the same 2nd Air Force
General Order (Number 176) which activat-ed the
Wing Headquarters. These groups were the
497th at Biggs Field, El Paso, Texas, the 498th at
Clovis Army Air Field in New Mexico, the 499th
at Davis-Mo.nthan Field in Tucson, Arizona, and
the SOOth at Gowan Field, Boise, Idaho. . All four
of the groups, on activ.ation, had fol!r bombardment squadrons and four bombardment maintenance squadrons. Also each group had a photo lab.

EM in first A-2 Section Sgt. Noss, Pfc.
McMann, Cpl. Patrick, Pfc. Neitzel, M/Sgt.
Reel.

Chapman and Major Lov.s, who was acting adjutant, to move into it. Carpenters were still working in most of the rooms of the building so only
these · two rooms were actually occupied before
New Year's. Throughout December the organization of the Wing moved forward-at least on
p"per. A plethora of officers was assigned and
they held temporary jobs as acting or assistant ·
section he.ads for a while and then. moved again.
Many of these temporary section heads were actually destined for the various groups.

First Wing Statistics Office, Cpl. Innis,
Pfc. Blurnenschine, S/Sgt. Rymzo, Lt. Owens.

I~

~

First Wi,ng Adjutant's Office, Capt.
O'Rourke, Lt. 'Col. Morris, M/Sgt. Blagg.

I

Throughout the period that the Wing Headquarters was in Salina, this organization was maintained.
Each of the groups had a group commander who
changed frequently-in some cases daily-and almost no other personnel. Only the 499th had its
permanent commander-Colo.nel Wil.ey D. Ganey
-in this early period. He assumed command on
the seventh of February.
The bombardment maintenance squadrons of
all four groups were assigned directly to th·e four
Kansas bases of Pratt, Great Be·nd, Victoria and
Salin.a, where the four groups were to train after
the departure of the 58th Wi.ng for India. This
gave the maintenance personnel of the 73rd an excellent opportunity to secure valuable training by
working on the 58th's pla·nes.

Lt. Hellman, Wing Photo Officer had plenty
of equipment in the States.

The Wing and all its units spent practically
full time attempHng to reach table of organization
strength during the first quarter of 1944. On
March fifteenth, Brigadier General Emmett O'Donnell assumed command of the Wing when it was
relinquished by Colonel Chapman. The coming
of the Gener.al added much to the unit's importance as a combat Wi,ng.
In February, an advance command post of
the Wing had been set up in Clovis where aH
personnel of all four groups had been concentrated. Housing conditions were very bad in
Clovis a.nd were especially aggravated by the
large numbers there. Some training, especially
ground school, was begun in Clovis but conditions
were not favorab~e to a real training program.
The 58th Wing had virtuaMy left the Kansas bases
by the end of March so our groups began moving
to them.
Also at the end of March the ,need for better liaison between the 2nd Air Force and the
73rd Wing Headquarters had become so great
that the Wing Headquarters was ordered +o move
to Colorado Springs where 2nd Air Force Headquarters was located. On March 27, the Wing
dosed its offices in Salina.

73rd and 58th Wings' first Headquarters

CHAPTER 2

chang•e of Wing Headquarters location to
TheColorado.
Springs o.n March 28, 1944 was very
plea.sing to Wing personnel. The Headquarters
staff was deligh+ed with the fine living conditions
at the Springs. The city and its environs had
among th.e finest equipment for entertai,nment,
both convivial and athletic, that any army post
could possibly want--especially at such places as
the Broadmoor Hotel. Since there were not enough
suitable 'quarters on the post, most of the officers
and many enlisted men lived in civilian homes.
This gave us a last taste of American home life
before going overseas.
·
.
Also the actual professional reason for our
moving to Colorado Springs-so that we might
have better liaison with the 2nd Air · Force-did
make our work easier. While the difficulty of
reaching our own groups through cha·nnels sometimes made us wish we might have stayed i,n Kansas where liaison with those groups would have
been simpler; it was possible for us to have conferences in Colorado Springs. This pleased group
staff personnel since it gave them an opportunity
to see some of the magnificent Colorado scenery
and to visit some of the places of note in th·e area.
Since the 58th Wing's groups had completely
left the Kansas fields early in April for larger
fields in India, it was possible for the 73rd's groups
to complete their moves to the Kansas bases.
When the groups moved from Clovis, the 497th
went to Pratt, the 498th flo Great Bend, the
499th to Salina a·nd the SOOth to Victoria. These
mov·ements were all carried out with ease u,nusual
in such mass military movements.
By the time our groups arriv·e d in Kansas,
they found that the maintenance personnel had
had considerable experience working on the 58th's
planes a,nd so a flying training pro9ram could be
started immediately. Most of the cl'ew members

uEA~~~ll,E\s
BOMBARDMENT

WINU{V
Colorado Springs HQ sign

of the groups were glad to be able to fly regularly again.
l,n April the group re-organizations were
started and soon Colonel Stuart P. Wright was in
command of the 497th, Colonel Samuel R. Harris
·of the 499th and Colonel Richard T. King, Jr. of
th-e SOOth. The fact that colonels w·e re now i.n
command of all of the groups, instead of just the
498th, gave them more authority and greater
standing as organizations. The various new commanders immediately went to work on reorganizing their groups.
In additic,n to the new cololl'els in command
of the groups, Wing Headquarters received Colonel George E. Schaetzel who became A-4 and
Col·onel Byron E. Brugge as A-3. Later both men
were elevated to be Deputy Chiefs of Staff, when
that office was introduced in a later new re-organization. These men both reached the Head·
quarters with considerabl·e experience and they
still further i,ncreased the pr.estige of the Wing.
During the Colorado Springs period of the
Wing history, reorganization after reorganization
based on almost constant changes in the table of
organization kept ev·eryone in a turmoil a,nd low-

ered morale considerably. This led to constant
uneasiness. The most important change to the
Wing as a whole was the reorganization of groups
when they changed over from four bombardme.nt
squadrons and four bombardment maint-enance
squadrons each to just thre.e tactical squadrons
each. These squadrons combined the personnel
of the maintena,nce squadrons with that of the
bombardment squadrons. The former table of organization had called for seven airplanes per
squadron, making a total of 28 to each group
while the new number of .airplanes was ten per
squadron or 30 to a group so actually the size of
the groups in both person,nel and equipment was
about the sam.e or a little larg•er than before.
Throughout its trai·ning period the entire B-29
program had some difficulty with morale since so
many of the men in the program had had considerab'le combat time overseas and they disliked
having to go through further training in the States.
How.ever, they found the training bearable when
they could see progress being made. Our personnel suffered considerably in the early months of
1944 from sheer ennui' since so many of us had no
airplanes to fly and not too good a ground school
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882nd Sq. with Maj. Van Tright Commanding

•••

4/ 6/44-EM of 884th Sq. with Capt. 'Cordray
in Comma.nd

to attend and a variety of "chicken" to endure.
During this time the Wing directed that all per·
sonnel be given leaves or furloughs as soon as
possible so that these leaves or fur~oughs would ba
over by th_e middle of the summer and would not
interfere with the latter part of the training program. An opportunity t·o go home for a short
time pleased everyone.
The months .of May a.nd June were good
months for the 73rd Wing. Training, both aerial
and ground, progressed most satisfactorily. The
only real difficulty was insufficient radar equipment in the B-29s, which prevented the completion
of a lot of traini.ng missions, but the flying time
was kept at a high level.
Wing headquarters r.eceived its first official
intimation of its eventual movement overseas on
the second of May when warning orders arrived
from the 2nd Air Force. This was welcome news
to the entire staff as w.ell as to the persol\nel of
all the groups. It resulted not only in improved
morale but also in increased interest in both training and overseas processing.
The first Wing confere,nce and Wing Ding
took place on June I at tile Offic,ers' Club of the
2nd Air Force Headquarters in Colorado Springs. ·
This conference, as well .as the later ones held at
the various Kansas bases, was planned not onl)'
as a social get-together of all the groups' staff
officers but also for the transaction of some gen-

eral Wing business and a conference on Wing
policies. These functions led to a better acquaint- \
anceship among the officers doing various types
of work in the different groups a,nd their opposite
numbers in other groups. This gave the organizations in the Wing a feeling of Wing solidarity and
esprit de corps.
Just after the first Wing Ding, the announcement of the addition of the air service groups to
the Wing was made. All four of them-the 65th,
the 91 st, the 303rd and the 330th were to remain
at Tinker Field in Oldlahoma City until they departed for overseas service. The reason for assigning these particular air service groups to the
73rd was to give th-e Wi.ng the highest possible
experience level of maintenance and engineering
personnel. There were other less experienced service groups at the Kansas bases who were actually
taking care of our service problems at that time.
A little later in June, th-e divorce of the 73rd
Wi.ng and its units from the 20th Bomber Command became a matter of record when the 2nd
Air Force announced it. Next the 21st Bomber
Command was activated at Peterson Field and
the 73rd became the first wing of that command.
So far as activity in Kansas and Colorado was
concerned, July was a mo.nth of routine training
for the Wrng. Mu~h overseas processing was also
completed.
In August, the outstandin~ event was the

~$

Lt. Col. Beightol, A-3, briefs the Ge,neral, Headquarters Situati-on Room in
Colorado Springs, August 23

Col. Harris, C. 0., 499th Bomb
Group-April 1944

Col. Brugge, of Wing Headqu.arters-lost over Tokyo later

mrssron to Batista, Cuba. This mrssron was reasonably successful although bad weather caused
considerable difficulty with the planes not being
able to return to their bases so for a few days
the Wing had planes scattered all over the east·
ern part of the U.nited States.
While nu.merous statistics would make a volume of this type boresome reading, it might be
of interest to Wing personnel to be able to quote
a few statistics on Wing traini.ng before leaving the
States. iherefore, the table below is added to this
chapter. This is quoted from the Summary of Operations as prepared by Wing Statistical Control.
The figures show a comparison between the minimum required to complete the 2nd Air Force
training dir.ective and the average per crew of the
73rd. It ··is cumulative until October sixth. The
outsta,nding deficiency was in radar bombing. It
is obvious that our crews were well trained when
they went overseas.

"Gentlemen: The Situatio·n "-Lt.
starts in Colorado Springs.

Goldfarb

Col. Schaetzel of Wing Headquarters

REPORT OF AIR TRAINING
Cumulative to 6 October 1944
Min. Total Av.
Req. Per Crew
B-17 Missions Flown
14
14.0
B-17 Missio·ns Flown & Completed
t'4
14.0
B-29 Missions Flown
16
14.6
B-29 Missions Flown & Completed
16
12.11
Total Formation Time
56
55.5
Total Formation Time above 25,000
30.0
ft.
32
96.7
Total Individual Bombing Releases I00
39.4
Total Time on B-29 Preferred
40
37.2
Total Instrument Time
40
40.0
Total Hrs. Individual Navigation
40
Total Rounds Per Gunner Air to
391.0
400
Air
Total Rounds Per Gunner Air to
1242.0
Ground
1400
5.8
Tot.al B-29 Pref Missions Flown
6
5.2
Tota·l B-29 Pr.ef Missions Completed 6
12.9
40
Radar Bombing Attacks

-~
•
•
•

73rd's planes ready for Wing mission at Smoky Hill 8/29/44
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CHAPTER 3
THE MOVEMENTS
•I

l

l!

overseas of any
Thelargemove!TH!nt
as the 73rd Wing is necessarily a complicated and lengthy prooess. Some units ,went at
one time .and some at another. Throughout the
summer and fall o·f 1944 thi$ move continu.e d.
The first elements of the Wing's· personnel
started for Saipan in July. On the eighteenth, the
ground echelon of the Wing Headquarters personnel departed from Colorado Springs. Also during July ground echelon$ of the bombardment
groups left their Ka.nsas bases and the $ervice
groups departed from Tinker Field. These ground
eche~:·ons and the service group personnel, all of
which traveled by boat, really had a serious
"gripe". The trip was a long and arduous one-in
the Ca$e of the Headquarters squadron, it took
61 days by ship.
All of the other ground echelons took practically the same time since there were long delays
either at Oahu or at Eniwetok or both. Some of
the $hips carrying our personnel and equipment
spent as much as three weeks "stewing" in Eniwetok lago•on in the Marshalls. Duri.ng these long paus'es the personnel were allowed on shore only a short
time at most and the steel pLates of the decks
of the ships just became hotter and hotter.
The Headquarters squadron ground echelo.n
finally arrived in Saipan on tne sixteenth of September a·nd found considerable personnel from both
the tactical and service groups already there. During September, other elements of the various
ground ·echelons continued to arrive until by the
end of the month most of them were working on
construction of their own areas with the service
groups aiding the tactical groups and Headquarters with their construction.
On the fourth of October the first enemy to
be captured by the 73rd Wing was turned i.n by
Sergeant Frank Veselovsky of the 870th Squadron
in the 497th Group. The Sergeant and two other
men from that squadron were out on a "scavenger" hunt for some machine parts that were much
needed. They were, perhaps, a bit too eager in
their scavengi.ng.
l.n an attempt to find the missing parts, the
sergeant took his me.n to the northern part of the

The WACs the HQ left behind-10/ 10/44Colorado Springs

HQ ground echelon goes-7/18/ 44

HQ ground echelon ready to go-7/18/44

HQ air echelon Officers-10/10/44

HQ E. M. pack and load TAT equipment! st Sgt. Griffiths directs.

T/Sgt. Bro$coe of Win9 HQ packs equipment to go.
·

island whic::h was still off limits because of the hostiles known to be there. Their jeep wandered up
a road that they , later learned was unusually dangerous, and stopped so that they c::ould c::arry on
their search on foot. They started around a large
roc::k just off the road and found a very surprised
Japanese. He reached for his 9re.nade but realized that he was covered by three 9uns so he
9ave up. The men hurried bac::k to the bivouac:
area without all the parts they were lookin9 for
but with this unexpected prize. Ther.e was muc::~
excitement in the Group.
When the captive was reported to the island
Provost Marshal he was ordered brought to the
stockade. This was done and the i·n terpreter discovered that the prisoner was Toshio Tagawa, nine+een years old and a first-o1ass seama.n who had
been on shore duty for some two months before
the invasion. He answered questions with no diffidence and seemed not ,at all interested in security.
Our officers w·ere a little at a loss to know
what to do with our three men. It was true that
they had captured an enemy sailor but they had
done it in an area that was restricted and where
the-y had been explicitly ordered not to go. The
decision was that they were to be punished and
they thus found themselves not quite heroes.
The second prisoner was a civilian construc::ttion worker. He surrendered himself u.nder rather
humorous circ::umstanc::es, as it turned out. About
I0:30 on the evening of the fifth of October, Serg.eant Clyde Nichols of the 871 st Squadron, also
in the 497th Group, was writing a letter home in
the squadr.on armament tent whic::h happened to

be the last one i,n one corner of his bivouac area.
The sergeant heard a noise behind him and what
sound.ed like double talk but since· he was concerned with composing his letter, he did not look around. Presently the muttering was repeated and
the sergeant turned arou.nd to see who was disturbing him.
He was much taken aback when he saw a
Japan.ese standing there. The prisoner stood with
his hands folded on top of his head and seemed
a little surprised at the hubbub he caused. The
interpreter later found that he was Yaskaski Olomo
and that he was a member of a conscript labor
battalio·n that had come to Saipa.n about 2,000
strong. All but four of his organization had be.en
either killed or wounded and he had lost track of
the other three. Some time earlier he had noticed
that the Americans were digging ditch·es and building roads and since that was what he had been
brought to Saipan to do, he th·ought that maybe
he cou!d labor for the Americans as well as for
his ow,n counfrymen. All he wanted was a little
food in return.
The re3ction of our soldiers toward these
prisoners was interesting. Both men wer.e weak
and sickly looking when captured and both were
the recipients of many gifts of food and other
little things. All these things were most courteously accepted. For many, pity seemed to overcome incipient hate when the Americans saw
these two puny, beaten Sons of Heav·en.
About a month after the long odyssey of the
ground echelon began, the advance air echelon
of Wing Headquarters left Colorado Springs. It
was under command of Colonel Brugge who was
at that time Deputy Chief of Staff for Opeutions a,nd Training. This echelon consisted of a
few ker, men who could easily be carried in on·e
B-24, 'Walking Slowly." Colonel Brugge had
some difficulty in getting past the A TC authorities in California since his plane normally seemed
First B-29 crew on S.aipan

Crew of First B-29 welcomed to Saipan

General O'Donnell arrives-10/20/44

Construction work went on all night in early days.

,.
Mess hall construcfi.on-October 1944

to fly .at an uneven keel. It was a peculiar airplane but made the trip without incident.
In spite of the de~ay in California, Colonel
Brugge reached Saipan on the twenty-fourth of
August after only twelve days enroute. He h.ad
picked up Lieutena.nt Sutter of the 323rd Signal
Company Wing on Oahu. The lieutena,nt was
his unit's advance party. The adva·n ce echelon
was housed here and there until some of the
Wing's units arrived. It proved to be most advantageous for that echelon to go on ahead since
Colo11<el Brugge was able to talk the isla,nd authorities out of housing the Wing in the swampy
area north of ldey Field th.at they had planned
for us. Instead he· obtained for us the very fine
area on the south end of the island where there
would be more or less constant breezes a·nd where
swimming was easily available for all.
The air echelons of Headquart-ers and all the
tactical groups went by Air Transport Command
from Hamilton Field. The aircraft used were C-54s
and they were quite comfortable. A sample trip
from Colorado Springs took two weeks from the
tenth of October until the twenty-fourth.
October 12 was an historic dat.e for the 73rd
Wing. The first B-29 arrived on Saipan on that
date. It was piloted by Brigadier General Haywood S. Hansell, Comma.nding General of the 21st
Bomber Command, and Major Jack J. Catt-on of
the 873rd Squadron, 498th Group was the copilot. The plane they were flying was "Jo.Jtin'
Josie, the Pacific Pioneer." This was the first B-29
i"n the Pacific Ocea,n Area, .as well as the first of
the 73rd's flight echelon.
At this poi·nt it might be well to quote from.
the December 12, 1944 issue of Brief (AAFPOA
magazine). In that issue the first few paragraphs
of a story about the historic arrival show how very
well the combat crews of the B-29s had been indoctrinated for security.
The war just about stopped dead in
.its tracks the day J.oltin' Josie arrived
in the Marianas. Josie-her formal
name is "Joltin' Josie, the Pacific Pioneer," was the first B-29 ever f.o· be
seen in the Pacific. She was the first of
a Superfortress fleet scheduled to jam
bases within bombi·ng range of the
Japa·nese mainland. Josie's name hon~
ors her skipper's wife and her ow,n
trail-bLazing flight.
Th.at her arrival attracted the curious
from as far north as Tokyo during the
next few days was no surprise to Josie's
crew. For the first of the B-29s had
been inspected by every big gear and
ogled from afar by every small fry for
5000 miles. She w.as a sensation. And
a member of her crew was as blissfully
inconspicious as a dinosaur at a church
social.

Mess hall (869th) construction-October 1944

THEY DON'T TALK
It's a ticklish situation. Take, for instance, the case of T/Sgt. R. A. H.anoock of San Anto,nio, Texas. He's Josie's
crew chief and a reasonably affable
sort of a guy. He suspects neither the
General nor the curious KP of espionage. He sympathizes with their curiosity.
But they ask too damn many questions. "First," says Hancock, "they
want to know the bomb capacity. They
want to kn•ow the range. They wan+ to
know how high she'll fly and how fast
she'll go. They w.ant to k,now everything
about her, but mostly they want to
know about bomb capacity and range."
To which the answers are:
"Well," confides Hancock, "the
b-omb load depends on how much gas
you have to carry."
And how much gas do you have to
carry on an average run 1
"Well, that depen·ds on the number
of bombs and how far you're going."
How far WILL this thing go?
"Well, that depends o,n the balance
between b-ombs and gas."
WHAT'S YOUR NAME?
"Well that depends on •.. What?
Oh, Hancock. R. A. Hancock."
After prolonged questioning a talented sleuth eventually will deduce
that Josie and · her sisters will carry
quite a load of bombs quite a distance
quite fast. He also will le.arn that Hancock an·d his fellow mechanics are concerned with keeping Josie fit for the
air a.nd if he wants +o know anything
else he'd better talk to the Major.
While .n ot directly concerned with the history
.of this Wing, some mention of the work of the
aviation engineers might well! be made. Under
the command of Lieutenant Colo.nel Edward A.
Flanders, these men landed on Saipan the sixth
day after the invasio.n and went to work. Aslito

The Coral Quarry

Quonset Constructio.n-10/ 4/44

airstrip was in bad shape from the attacks of the
Americans. Also, roads were very poor if not
destroyed. In spite of these things, Joltin' Josi.e
found herself a well built home that was more than
adequate for herself and all her sisters that were
to come. Possibly conditions for the men of th.e
73rd left somewhat to be desired, but conditions
for the planes of the 73rd 1eft much less to be
desired. Coral and asphalt were used lavishly o.~
runways, taxistrips and roads.
Eight days after the arrival of Joltin' Josi.e,
our own General reached Saipan on a plane of the
497th Group with Major J. P. Baird as copilot.
General O'Donnell had a very expeditious trip
since he did not leave Colorado Springs until October 14. B-29s continued to arrive at the rate
of two or three a day.
On November I 1 almost everyone was on
Saipan except the Wing Headquarters rear echelon which did not depart from Colorado Springs
until the sixth of November. They came through
in a B-24 piloted by Colonel Walter C. Sweeney,
Jr., Chief of Staff of the Wing. Their trip took
only eleven days since they arrived c,n the seventeenth of November.

rained most of the. time and with men living in
pup tents in c:,ane patches it was most uncomfortable.
In October, an of us, both rat.ed and non·
rated, were at work much of the time on permanent housing a.nd office areas. l·n actual practice
it was found that even fi.eld grade officers had to
work at such lowly tasks as digging latrines and
laying tent floors. While this was unfortunate,
that we~s the way it was, and everyone did it
without too many grumbles.
By the last week in October there were
e·nough B-29s on Saipa.n to make the first combat
training mission possible and the various headquarters and offices were sufficiently organized to
start the operations for which we had been training so long •

•
...

Beginning of latrine construction ·

~

Open Latrine
The entire movement overseas of all pe(sonnel had t.aken from July 2 when the first unit~ of
the service groups left Tinker Field to November
17 when the last echelon of Headquarters arrived.
In spite of the long time consumed, the whole
moveme.nt was much more order:y than this
amount of time would seem to indicate. The TAT
equipment actually traveled with the troops on
ships and did arrive in good condition for the
most part. While the food was v·ery poor on the
ships that transported our men to Saipan, it was
adequate a·nd other conditions were about as
comfortable as might . have been expected in a
combat theater. On arrival in Saipan, all personnel found it raining, really raining-not a gentle Stateside shower. Throughout September it
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MISSIONS

T

he first actual mission the Wing flew against
the Japanese took off on October 28, sixteen
days after the arrival of the first B-29 on Isley
Field. From then until the eleventh of November
six missions were flown against Truk and lwo Jima.
The first three and the sixth hit Truk and the
fourth and fifth, lwo. While these missions were
actually of minor importance so far as damagl,ng
the Japanese war effort, they did provide both
excellent training for the crews involv·e d and a
!ine. opportunity for th~ staff sections of al} organ•zahons to perfect the1r methods and routmes before the attacks on the Empire began. A•lso the
armame,nt, ordna-nc·e and chemical personnel had
opportunities to practice.
The first of these missions had eighteen aircraft-nine each from the 497th and 498th. Th.e
briefed target was the submarine pens on Dublon
Island in Truk At.oll. Six thousand pounds of general purlo~e bombs per plan·e were carried and
the tota mileage for the missio.n was only 1,480
for th.e round trip.
Four of the planes, including the one carrying General Hansell, were unable to bomb the
target and returned early. The other .fourteen
reached the target and bombed from 25,000 feet
altitude. Enemy opposition was negligible and
our airpl.a,nes received no damage.
Two days later the next mission was flown
against the same target with the same plan. This
time, the first squadron mad.e a visual run but the
seco.nd found it necessary to make a radar run
because of a drifting cloud formation. Some of
the bombs from the second squadron landed two
mHes bey·ond the target so the results were ,not

Early tent street

,I'

'

good. Again enemy opposition w.a$ praciieally
nonexistent.
·
Mission number 3 took oH on the second of
November. Since this was intended to be a training mission to afford practice in. using radar in
the bomb runs, a day was selected when the
weather was expected to be bad in the Carolines.
The forecast was 7 to 9 tenth~ cloud cover and
proved about right. The 497th sent eleven planes
and the 498th nine. Radar procedure was used

Early washing facilities

Wing Officers' Tents

all the way and since th.e planes all overra,n the,
rnitial point because the image of a thunderhead
had been mistaken for Ruo Island on the radar
scope, the bombs were scattered all over Dublon
Island. Th·e staff conC:uded from this mission that
mor.e experience was needed by radar operators
so they could distinguish betwee,n islands and
cloud formations in the Pacific.
On November 5, our fouHh mission took off
against lwo Jima to practice daylight visual bombing and to test night landing ~acilities. The number of aircraft flying increased to 36 for this mission and they flew in four squadro.ns. Two of
these squadrons bombed by radar and two visually. The photographs taken on th.e mission showed that the Japanese had three operational fields
on lwo and our bomb results sh·owed some satisfactory hits near two of these fields. The oppo·
sition was v.ery meager. The object of the mission-the ,night landing-offered considerable difficulty since the pilots were not abl·e readily to
identify the base. It took 95 mi·nutes for 35 aircraft to land. The other plane did not return for
almost four hours because it was lost. This mission prov.ed that some changes would have to be
made in the night landing procedure to include
visual signals as a mea.ns of locating the runway.
These changes were made and a few days
later the fifth Wing mission was flown against the
same target with a similar plan, except that the
improved landing pr·ocedure was to be followed.
Sevenf.een aircraft took off but one was lost on
the way to the target for unknown reaso,ns and
a·n other aborted due to mechanical causes. On
this r.aid enemy opposition reached out some twenty miles toward our approaching planes in the
form of eight enemy fighters. They sent at least
six phosphorus bombs at the B-29s. The only damag.es, however, were burns on o,ne plane.
One of our squadrons bombed visually
through a htole in the clouds a·nd the other overran
the I. P. 26 minutes bef·o re it broke out of the
clouds. This second squadron finally jettisoned all
its bombs and returned home. The mission was a
failure since the weather did ,not allow visual
bombing for one squadron at all and only through
.a hole in the douds for the other.
The last of the combat tr.aining missions was
flown on Armistice Day with all the planes from
the SOOth. There were only nine. Again enemy
fighte~ and antiaircraft opposition was very slight.
The mission did cause some fires in the target
area and there were fiftee,n bpmb bursts dir·ecfl:y
on the target.
After this mission all the groups but the 499th
had some crews that had actually flown missions
against the ellemy. It was felt that the combat
crews as well as the staff personnel were ready
for the main effort and the next few days were
to be devoted to perfecting the plans for the
first Tokyo mission.
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One truck every for~ seconds moves out ot the enormous quarry carrying
coral to surface strips

Captured Jap railroad engine and cars being used by the Navy Sea Bees to
haul material for airfield repair and construction
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Dauntless Dottie arrives on I0/ 20/46with Col. Wright, C. 0. of the 497th and
Memphis Belle Morgan

Col. Wright rides to his HQ on arrival

498th Group in October
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Mt. Tapachou behind 330th Group Housing
area in October 1944

Sgt. Clyde Nichols and Taka ski Oloneo-our
prisoner.

.It rained in Octoher

Father arid Son
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Early pho,ne exchange-Pigskin-330th Group
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We had some vehicul.ar accidents in early days
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A-2 OHice--Conditions in Quon·,
t were crowded in November.

Th.,hgi,\ng .1 u•<ey-S«9""" . Lew\< . •nd
C•oo<ett ol He•dqu•"'•" ""'• tu,key .,Hon on
'Thanksgiving Day

Armistice Day Mission to Truk

CHA,PTER 5
FROM THE
NEIGHBORS

R

ight after the personnel of the various u.nits of
: the 73rd Wing began to arrive on Saipan,
the only evidences of continued interest in the island on the part of the Japanese Air Force were
infrequent reco.nnaissance missions. This condition
lasted until the morning of the third of November
when there was an alert about I :30 a.m. and a
little later nine Japanese pla.nes--presumably all
Bettys--came over. Some of them made low-level
attacks. All our antiaircraft opened up and at
least sev.en were shot . down either over Saipan
or Tinian. The only damage cau5ed to our installations was in the bivouac are,a of an engineer outfit near Isley Field where one Betty was shot down
by a P-51. Four men were killed near their tents
a,nd six were seriously wounded. Our Intelligence
was able to recover a map from this plane showing
that it came from the Bonin Islands--undoubtedly
lwo.
Th·e re were two raids on November seventh.
However, they were minor and no damage resulted. The first alert was again at I :30 a.m. when
one low flying aircraft strafed the runway with
very little damag.e and escaped without draw~ng
fire. Three hours later another plane swept over
the runway and neither dropped. bombs nor fired
its guns. It might have been taking pictures. This
plane also escaped.
.
Then on th·e day of our first Tokyo raid there
was an alert at 9: 15 in the morning whe.n one Irving was shot down by a P-38 some five miiM
northwest of Isley Field. It was assumed that this
plane was attempting to secure information on our
mission. .We did not even know about this alert
at the timi;,

Fighting .fires in burning ·wreckage after II /27
Japanese night raid.

minutes later thirteen more Japanese planes came
in over Isley at altitudes ranging from 13,000 +o
33,000 feet. Our antiaircraft destroyed six of
them. However, the fifteen Bettys thai· were on
this raid destroyed two of our B-29s. · Three more
were badly damaged and twenty suffered minor
damage. The raid lasted an hour and a ha~.
Casualties to our personnel included one killed

Morning .after of a destroyed B-29-11/12/44
-note damaged B-29 in background
On 'the twe.nty-seventh, however, there were
two important raids. The first one was just after
midnight of the twenty-sixth when two Bettys pass-•
ed ov-e r the bivouac areas at low level and then
bombed and strafed the 499th Group's dispersal
area. Then twelve hours later, at ten minutes after noon, while we were all at l4nch, sevente.en
Zekes came i,n over Isley Field and . strafed it thor~
oughly. After strafing the field, the planes came
over the bivouac areas of most of our units and
strafed them. One man was killed and a number
of men in the SOOth Group were injured by burning and the explosion of ammunition wh.e.n a Zeke
was shot down in their area. As a result of these
two raids on the same day, seven B-29s were either
destroyed or surveyed because of serious damage.
Many others were shot up but repairable.
The night attack had caught our aircraft loaded with bombs and ready for a morning takeoff,
while during the noon attack about 60 of our
pla.nes were over Tokyo. Our scor.e against them
was thirteen Zekes shot down by our antiaircraft
and one destroyed by P-47s near Pagan and another destroyed on Pagan airfield just after it had
la·nded. It is probable that two other Japanese
planes ditched because of battle damage. There
was no alert before either of these two raids.
Two days later we had another minor alert
a~· o.ne in the morning when eight bombers came
in over the field and caused some slight damage.
01l':y one of them was shot down.
During December ther-e were six raids or attempted raids. The first occurred about ten in
the morning on the fifth when a Japanese reconnaissance plane was shot down by a P-38 two
miles northwest of Tanapag from an altitude of
30,500 f-eet.
Two days later, just before dawn, several
very low flying bombers strafed bivouac areas, our
field and the island generally but especially East
Field (later called Kagman Point Field). A few

and two wounded in addition to many mi,nor casualties. No doubt the Japa.nese flew this mission
to celebrate Pearl Harbor Day.
After it they left us alone for two weeks until on the twentieth when there was another morning al·e rt. At I0:43 a Japanese recon.naissanoe
plane sneaked in behind a B-29 but escaped after
a chase.
Three days later there was an alert at a little
after eight in the ·evening when five Japanese
planes damaged some B-29s at Isley. Two . of
these planes were shot down.
This was the raid that we al1! remember very
well since il- was the first that cam·e duri,ng the
movies. Headquarters personnel remember it especially well since we were seeing the myst.ery
whodunii' "Laura" and +here was a humorous incident during the raid. When the alert was sounded the movie was perhaps half over. Of cours·e
the lights all went out, the movie stopped and we
raced to our shelters. It happened that General
O'Don,neH was in a shelrer that was fairly larg•e
and he together with everyone else spent the time
in the shelter trying t-o figure out who had murdered Laura. Peop!·e who w•ere in the shelter said
thai· the General expressed his opinion as to the
murderer and backed it up with cogent reasoning.
However, an unidentified ma,n in the shelt.e r
differed with the General and told him so. He

backed up his guess .as to the murderer with
equally cogent reasoning. App.arently this discussion between the General and the unidentified individual lasted a good while and the,n the a'lert
was over and the lights relit. The General found
he had been talking with one of the .assistant cooks
in the Headquarters mess-a private first class.
The denouement was-when we went back to jhe
movies, it was found that the private first class
was correct•
. On Christmas Night there was an alert lastrng a.n hour when 25 Japanes·e planes came in
over Isley Field, East Field and K·obler Field. Two
more B-29s were destroyed on Isley; one by a
very accurate glide bombing attack. Four Japanese .aircraft were destroyed with one prob.able.
While there actually was a lot of damag·e, relatively the damag.e was light considering the large
number of Japanese planes. They came in at
such high a'l titude that their bombing results were
not accurate.
After Christmas there were nine more al.erts,
the majority comi,ng duri·ng the night hours. During most of these attempted · raids .no Japanese
aircraft· were actually over Saipan. The last Japanese attack was on the second of February just
before the taking of lwo.

Body of burned Japanese pilot

Men of 435th Aviation Squadron attack burni.ng
wreckage with Bulidozers-11/27/ 44

Cpl. Dreeze of HQ with smoking B-29 as background during
noon raid-11/27/44

Smoke from burning B-29s billows over HQ
area-11/27 / 44

HQ Officer with smoke from
burning B-29 behind- II /27/44

Bulldozer attack on burning B-29 wreckage is
work. 11/27/44

Air raid shelters were convenient to Sgt. Alexander's wash stand

Hospital shelter for 330th Group

Sgt. Mine works o,n his shelter

Wreckag~

of Japanese plane- II / 27/ 44

Betty shot down near Isley
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Crowds of engineers and ground crewme~ watch B-29 begin first Tokyo mission

A ground crew looks on, B-29 takes off for Tokyo in dim early
morning light
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CHAPTER 6

T

he culmination of all the Wing staff activity
- to date came on the sixteenth of November
-the First Wing Briefing for an Empire Mission.
Everything done through the weary weeks in Kansas and Colorado was now to be put to the test.
The Wing was to find out whether it was capable
of fulfilling its mission and worthy of the trust
put in it.
While everyone knew in advance-or had
guessed correctly months before-what the proposed targets of the Wing would be, it was still
a moment charged with drama when Colonel
Brugge rose to start the briefing. He made just
a few introductory remarks before pr-esenting the
offioers who actually did the briefing. Colonel
Beightol was the principal speaker for A-3 and
Major Beckett for A-2. Other speakers included
Colonel Hotchkiss (Communications Officer), Major Reineck (Navigator), Captain Gibson (Right Engineer) and Lieute.nant Kramer (Photo Interpreter).
The primary target was announced as the Musashino Aircraft Plant that was west of Tokyo, with
the dock . and the urban areas of Tokyo as the
secondary target. This Musashino plant was to
become very familiar to the Wing crews as tar'get number 357. There were two initial points an.nounced, one of which was Fujiyama. After the
briefing, the next eight days were probably
among the most nervous ever experienced by both
crews and staff personnel of the Wing. For the
first two of these days group briefings were held.
After that everything was ready.
The planes w·ere ready; the men were ready;
the weather was NOT. ready.
The mission was postponed from day to day.
There were frequent false alarms of the start.
Three times the cr.ews actually boarded their planes
a.nd then got off them again and just waited as
did everyone else. The nervous strain was visible
on everyone's countenance.
Finally, on the twenty-fourth, the first aircraft took off for Tokyo; It was piloted by General O'Donnell with Major "Memphis Belle" Morgan as the copilot of his own "Dauntless Dotty."
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Briefing approach chart on first Empire mission
This mission happened to be in celebration of
the Wing's first birthday anniversary since the
date of the activating orders had bee.n exactly
one year before. In that one year the Wing had
grown from a paper dream of someone in Washington to a full-sized fighting orga.nization of some
15,000 men-men who w•ere well trained and were
now starting their first real warfare as a unit. The
73rd marked its first birthday, then, with the first
air raid over Tokyo since the one led by General
Doolittle.

...
' \.

\

Brig. Gen. Emmett O'Donnell has a final word with his co-pilot Maj. Robert K.
Morgan, former pilot of the famous Memphis Belle and a veteran of 25 missions over
Germany, prior to the take-off on the first B-29 strike over the Japanese capital.
Gen. O'Donnell led the successful mt-~ss strike on the Jap war production centers at
Tokyo.

While this mission was actual:y not very successful, it was a strike agai,nst the Empire itself
and it blazed the way for future missions. Only
24 aircraft bombed the primary target because of
radar conditions over it. However, 64 planes
bombed other targets and cau~ed some damage.
We lost two aircraft and had .eleven damaged.
Radio Tokyo commented on our first big mission somewhat as follows:
Enemy bombers appe.a red over Tokyo
today in large groups of ten . They did
not achieve great tangible bombing results because of effective interception by
Japanese fighter planes.
Upon interception the big bombers
fled to the southern a·nd ,northern outskirts of the city. Several enemy bombers
were knocked down.
True, the mission did not cause much .damage. But it was the weather, not Japa.nese fighters, that interfered.
Mission number '8 took off three days af+er
the first big Empire mission against the same target. Only 81 airplanes took to the air this time
i!S against Ill on the first one. With a completely
solid und.ercast, the weather was still worse on
this mission and no aircraft bombed the primary
target. However, 62 planes did hit Tokyo (the

Audience at first big briefing

General O'Donnell's plane off the ground on
first Tokyo Mission

497th briefing
secondary target) with 114 tons of general purpose bombs and 44 tons of incendiary bombs. Our
c.1sualties were one aircraft ditched and one damaged.
The next mission was flown two nights later
and was a night radar run against the light industrial a.nd dock area of Tokyo. Since the weather
was again solid undercast, the results were oompletely unobserved. It was a small mission with
only 29 planes airborne, but 24 of them did reach
the primary. Our losses were one plane lost a.nd
one with damage. The one that had battle damage was hit by fire from another American plane
over Tokyo. The damaged plane in missio.n number
8 also was hit by fire from a friendly plane, but
in the Marianas.
The first December mission, flown on the third,
was a disastrous one for the Wing. While some of
our bombs did hit the Musashino plant, the Wing
lost six aircraft on the mission including the
airplane that was piloted by Colonel Richard T.
King, Jr., commander of the 500th Bomb Group.
On the same plane was Colonel Brugge, from
Headquarters, who was flying as observer. .
Be<fore being able to release its bombs, . +he
aircraft was attaeked by fifteen single-engtne
fighters that had been waiting above the mission's
line of flight. The plane Wt-l the lead ship and
was at about 32,000 when it was hit. Because of
damage it quickly lost altitude to about 28,000
when seven or eight crew members bailed out.
Both the Colonels were captured by the Japanese
and impri~ned. After his release from the prison
camp, Colo.nsl King told his experiences there and
his remarks are included in a later chapter Of this
book. Colonel Brugge apparently died in captivity.
For the mission as a whole, there were 86 of
our aircraft airborne and 60 bombed +he
Musashino plant. Eight others hit the dock and
industrial areas and, as on most of our missions,
there were some planes bombing targets of opportunity. In addition to the one plane shot down
over the primary target, we had another destroyed

on the way back and the rest of those lost were
missing. Thirteen were damaged. An unforeeast
200 mile-an-hour wind at bombing altitude hampered the flighi· considerably.
There were two missions flown against lwo
Jima in December. This was somewhat before the
lwo landing a.nd the missions were designed to help
"soften up" the island. These missions were flown
on the eighth and twenty-fourth. On the first one
there were 82 aircraft airborne and the other only
29. We suffered no losses whatever in either
missioon .nor did we have any bombers damaged. Because of the cloud cover during both missions there
were v.ery few pictures taken but what pictures
th·e re w.ere showed considerable damage to the
runways of the Japanese fields on lwo. There were
also, of course, bursts in other areas. Both of these
missions were flown at an altitude of a little over
20,000 feet.
Between the +woo lwo missions the Wing started its camp,aign to destroy the Mitsubishi Aircraft
starts for To-

Col. Johnson {497th C. O.J ~n
Saipan Office

869th Squadron's S-2 Office with Lts. Colvin and
Boring in February

Inside bomb bay
Plant at Nagoya. There were three missio.ns flown
against this target-on the thirteenth, eighteenth
and twenty-second of. the month. The first mission
had very good weather and bombed visually while
the second mission had only enough good weather
for nineteen planes to bomb visually. However,
those nineteen did very well. The other planes on
the second mission and all planes on the third were
forced to bomb by radar. All three missions were

about the same size with 90, 89 and 78 aircraft
airborne and 71, 63 and 48 over the primary target.
This was the first introductic.n of our crews
to what was to become fami:iar as "flak aJI.ey."
These planes were forced to fly north up Nagoya
Bay toward the city which was at the end of the
narrow bay. The Japanese had heavy antiaircraft
iflstallations on both sides of the Bay so coordinated that they could make the ar·ea over the Bay
extremely hot for raiding American planes. Our
losses on these mis~ions clearly show how bad the
flak co,ndiHons were since we lost twelve planes
on th-e three missions and had 56 that suffered battle damage. The fighter opposition over Nagoya
was .also extremely heavy-for example, the third

497th scavenged an old Japanese Diesel engine a.nd gener.at•or in February-it worked
Behind scenes in PX

of these raids reported 509 attacks. In spite of
these rough conditions at Nagoya, it was
worth while since the first raid on which the Win<j
caused really substantial damage to a target was
the first of this group of missions. Forty per cent
of the plant was seriously damaged ,o,n that one
trip.
For the last mission of the year, otl December
27, the Wing retumed to target number 357. On
this raid there were 72 airplanes airborne but
only 39 bombed the primary. There was trouble

over the target both because of planes flying at
incorrect altitudes and off course and because of
excessive unforecast winds. The mission was an
u,nfortunate one as were most of the missions
against the Musashino plant. Not much damage
was caused and three of our pla·nes were lost with
fourteen suHering battle damage. On this mission
a serious blow was struck at Wing Headquarters
because of the loss of Major Willi_am H. Walker.
The major was flying on one of the planes as an
observer and his plane was destroyed over Tokyo.

Crews came down from line by truck

Crews study status board

He was safe the,.,, but became a prisoner of war.
After YJ Day, he was rescued, but was so weak
that he died on the hospital ship.
To start off the N~w Year right, the Wing
began a new type of mission -on January 3. While
it still flew at altitude-this particular mission
came in at ov·er 30,000-the target was the city
of Nagoya rather than any particular place in that
city. Earlier missions had carried loads that were
partly incendiary but this mission was the first one
that set -out to bur.n a city. The results showed
3,000,000 square feet of residential area and one

Crews give S-2 Information

small textile mill destroyed. Bad weather resulted
in only 57 planes of the 97 that took off bei.ng
over the primary and enemy fighters and anti-aircraft destroyed five -of our airplanes and damaged
21.
There was one very remarkable experience in
this first 1946 mission whe.n Sergeant James Krantz
of the 497th Group was blown out of his airplane
ai· 29,000 feet. Shortly after bombs away -over
Nagoya, the right gun blister and tail turret of his
plane were hit by fighter gunfire simultaneously.
The blister shattered and blew out. Then the out-
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the A,RC and the 4q7th

She gives good service

By Januar/• we •••• bu;\J;ng lhe•I•,_.Goal

Goat Gulch from back seat

Gulch.
rushing pressure blew the gunner and his gunsight
out of the plane. Sergeant Krantz must have hacJ
a premoniti·on, since he had designed his own safety harness. It was a heavy w.eb ~It strapped
around his legs and shoulders with enough slack
to allow freedom of movement. This particular
harness had a little too much slack but it was
still adequate to save the sergeant's life.
On finding himself out of the blister i,n the
slipstream the gunner was seen by occupants of
another airpla·ne instinctively to try to adjust his
oxygen mask. At this time he was completely oui
of the aircraft except for that portion of one leg

C.eW ,.e,.b-'' lea« \;le<a\1 lo• de..«>Y"' deck.

below the knee. He next tried to "walk" himself
back into the airpla,ne by use of th.e gunsight
cables but lost consciousness in approximately
three minutes.
Next the CFC gunner and left gunner tried
unsuccessfully to pull Sergeant Krantz back into
the plane. The radar operator also tried but because of the cramped conditi•ons near the blister
they were not able to pull him back. The copilot
wen·t back and by gripping Sergeant Kra·ntz'
shoulder holster strap he was able to get the sergeant back with the aid of the twb gunners.

330th Chapel dedk<>ted on 2/ 18j4-f
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Sergeanl Krantz was outside of the airplane appr~ximately ten minutes. When pure oxyge.., was
applied to him, he opened his eyes and showed
signs of recovery in about twenty minutes. At the
time he reentered the aircraft ii was flying at
28,000.
The next two missions were a return to high
altitude precision attacks with 72 planes on the
.ninth against the Musashino plant in Tokyo and
73 planes on the fourteenth against the Mitsubishi
plant in Nagoya. It was instrument weather both
enroute and over the target for these· missions.
On the firsl· mission, the weather was so bad tha·:·
formations were never consummated and the
pla.nes reached the target singly. In fact, only
eighteen did reach the primary target with 33 hit-

ting vari·ous targets of opportunity. C.~ the Nagoya
mission, 40 bombed the primary by radar but they
had nearly 600 fighter attacks that were the most
aggressive and accurate yet encountered. As a result of the bad weather and heavy enemy opposition, eleven airplanes were lost · on these two
missions with 33 suffering battle damage.
The ,nexl Wing mission-number 20-was the
mosl· successful of our precision missions. It was
flown against the Kawasaki Aircraft plant in Akashi on the nineteenth of January. Sixty-two aircraft of the 80 airborne bombed the primary target and scored at least 129 hits on all but eleven ·
of the buildings in the area causing severe damage
to the target. The missed buildings were all
small. Forty per cent of the bombs fell withir· I ,000

feet of the aiming poin-t. We lost no B-29s and
only twelve suffered battle damage.
The other two January missions flown were
another pa)r against the Mitsubishi and Musashino
pla.nts in Nagoya and Tokyo. Both missions made
the almost routine reports of very bad weather
enroute and over the target. The first mission,
which was the one to Nagoya, lost only two airplanes with 32 battle damaged. However, on the
second mission, which was flown on -the twentyseventh. the Wing experienced the heaviest losses

on a.ny mission-nine B-29s were lost. There was
a total of 984 aggressive fighter attacks. The
fighters actually followed our airplanes 50 miles
off the coast on the way out. Our gunners claimed
the destruction of 60 enemy aircraft with seventeen probables, and 79 · damaged.
This mission was also noteworthy because one
B-29 flew all the way back to base from the targei· on only two engines. It was escorted by a,nother plane but it still made the entire trip with
just the two engines. Lt. Col. Trickey was the pilot.

During February the Wing flew five mrssrons
against Japan. More than half of all the aircraft
on the missions were forced to bomb by radar
which greatly reduced the efficiency. The first two
of these were agai.nst brand new targets that had
no: formerly been attacked. One of these was

Kobe which was hit by an incendiary attack on the
fourth of February. The mission was very successful since 2,651 ,000 square feet of the city
were destroyed. There were at least 50 fires started within 7,000 feet of the aiming point. A number of our airplanes bombed other targets so

Bombardier's view of Nagoya from 29,000-1/3/45-Lt. Phelps of the 870th Sq.

feet of the aiming point. We lost no B-29s and
only twelve suffered battle damage.
The other two January missions flown were
another pair against the Mitsubishi and Musashino
pla.nts in Nagoya and Tokyo. Both missions made
the almost routine reports of very bad weather
enroute and over the target. The first mission,
which was the one to Nagoya, lost only two airplanes with 32 battle damaged. However, on the
second mission, which was flown on the twentyseventh, the Wing experienced the heaviest losses

on a.ny m1ss1on-nine B-29s were lost. There was
a total of 984 aggressive fighter attacks. The
fighters actually followed our airplanes 50 miles
off the coast on the way out. Our gunners claimed
the destruction of 60 enemy aircraft with seventeen probables, and 79 damaged.
This mission was also noteworthy because one
B-29 flew all the way back to base from the targel' on only two engines. It was escorted by a.nother plane but it still made the entire trip with
jusi the two engines.

Musashino Engine Plant of the Nakajima Aircr.aft Company

the Mitsubishi plant at Nagoya again on the fiftee.nth. Our planes took off and completed their
formation as briefed bu~ a fro.nt extending from
28 degrees north to the coast of Japan caused the
formations to break up before reaching Honshu.
Nevertheless, 29 of the 91 airplanes airborne did
bomb the primary with most of the res~ hitting

Early church service

Choir under direction of T/Sgt.
Luther Noss at 330th Chapel
dedication

various last resort targets. No B-29s were lost and
only twe:ve suffered minor battle damage.
About this time the United States Navy had
reached a point where it could attack the mainlar.d of the Empire. On the seventeenth of February the first large carrier strike against Tokyo
took place and two days later the 73rd was or-

Interior of 330th Service Chapel at dedication
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Fires start at Nagoya

dered to fly againsi' our old friend, number 357.
None of our I0 I airbome planes found weather
good enough to bomb the primary. There was a
very heavy undercast over the entire area around
'f.okyo that day. The result was that 81 of ot~r
pla·nes hit the urban a,nd dock areas of Tokyo.
Perhaps a word here on the Musashino plant
might be appropriate. At Musashino there was

located a plant of the Nakajima Aircraft Com·
pany. This plant was apparently of extremely
strong construction since numerous hits and near
hits caused slighter damage tha,n would have been
anticipated.
On this particular mission many of us found
it humorous that the strike photographs showed
the Japanese Fertilizer Company and a number

of nearby residences some six miles from the Nakajima plant were destroyed. If the 73rd couldn't
damage Japanese aircraft industry, it apparently
accidentally selected a,nother industry which might
cause more damage to Japanese ec·onomy over a
long-range view. In spite of the bad weather and
our planes not being too close to the briefed targe+, we still lost five and had 25 battle damaged.
Apparently the authorities at Bomber Command
felt that since the 73rd seemed unable to reach
the Mushshino plant, they might as well be briefed
for the urban and dock areas of Tokyo in the
first place so for the next mission they ordered an
attack on that area. The Wing put 94 aircraft
over the downtow,!l buildings .and piers in Tokyo
.and bombed them by radar. This mission carried
mixed bomb l·oads again. Weather in the entire
target area was solid undercast to 24,000 fee·t
with a heavy snowstorm falling at the time of the
strike. Our strike photographs, of course, showed
nothing whatever of the results but Radio Tokyo
reporred both kinds of bombs failing in the Shitayku area of Tokyo and a number of fires. The
Wing lost two aircraft because of enemy action
and two were lost because of a collision just beyond the Wing assembly point and one landed
wheels up <;~t Isley.
For the first mission in March (on the fourth)
the Wing was once again brief·e d to attack the

Musashino plant and once again ,no airplanes
bombed the target because of very heavy under·
casi·. This mission had exactly the same results
as the last Fe~ruary mission since again 94 aircraft bombed the urban and dock areas of Tokyo
by radar. Radar photographs did show that some
pl.anes of the formations flew directly over the
briefed target and Radio Toky·o mentioned high
explosives falling in a residential area. One B-29
ditched en the way back ·n ear Anatahan.
M this time the Wing had flown 22 high altitude missions. A majority of them had been
againsi· precision targets in either Tokyo or Nagoya. While it is true that the various tag·e ts attacked had great military importance and that
their destruction would have contributed mightily
to the damage of the Japanese war effort, it is
. .also true that the 73rd Wing's efforts to date
had ,not been go·od. Primarily because of extremely bad flying co·nditions and because of enforced radar bombing we had lost 66 B-29s and
with the exception of the Akashi raid and one or
two other missions we had not been anywhere
nearly successful enough to justify so great a loss.
As a result of the unfortu,nate results of these
earlier raids higher Headquarters determined that
the 73rd would at this point begin .a new and very
different form of attack.

~

CHAPTER 7
In the ten days from March 9 to 18 a series
of five low-level incendiary missions was flown
resulting in the destruction of approximately 32
square mil-es of Japanese cities. O.n these missions
the Wing flew 762 sorties and released 4883 tons
of bombs on primary targets. Eighty-eight per
cent of the 178 aircraft assigned to the Wing at
the time were utilized and 91 per cent of those
airborne bombed the primary targets. This was
accomplished with an average bomb load of 14,666 pounds. The flying of these missions was the
first time the Wing was tested for repeated maximum effort operations.
Before daylight o,n the morni-ng of the tenth
of March the 73rd's planes flying th.e first of these
missions attacked Tokyo. This was the beginning of
the "fire blitz" and it marked a definite departure
from the high altitude precision missions formerly
flown. It was the beginning of an attempt to bum
the enemy where his people are concentrated
rather than to strike a small pin point target which
has great military importance.
Photographic records of this first mission showed most of the assigned target area destroyeda total of 161f2 square miles of Tokyo burned. In
addition to these good results (from our point of
view), our losses were also very small since only
one plane was lost and 23 damaged. This missio.n
was also by far the largest flown up to this date
fince 165 planes were airborne. Then, this was the

first time a B-29 had landed on lwo Jima. An
injured ship, limping home to Saipan from Japan,
came in there .f or fuel and then went on later. This
was the first of over 500 planes of the 73rd that
landed there for help before the end of hostilities. For us, lwo was well" worth taking.
The next four miss1ons, togeth.e r with this first
one, made up this fire blitz. These missions were
flown very close together and all were really maximum effort. The targets were Nagoya on the
eleventh, Osaka on the thirteenth, Kobe o,n the
sixteenth and Nagoya again on the eighteenth.
The destruction to the three cities totaled 4.51
square miles of Nagoya, 8.1 square miles of Osaka and 2.8 square miles of Kobe and our losses
were only three airplanes.
It is interesti-ng to note that during the record strike from England of February 3, over 1,000
8th Air Force heavy bombers dropped 2,250 tons
of bombs on Berlin, a 1,000-mile round trip, while
on the last strike of this series 142 B-29s of the
73rd Wing dropped more than half that weight
of bombs on Kobe with a round trip flight of
over 3,200 miles. On a comparable basis, it would
take 500 heavies operating from a base 300 miles
north of lwo Jima to do what 142 B-29s did from
Saipan. Usi-ng ton-miles to the target as the comparative factor, the ratio in favor of the B-29
is 8.3 to I.
On all of these missions our gLrnners' claims

of aircraH destroyed were extremely low since
our planes flew virtually unarmed. The only ammunition carried was for the tail guns. Another departure for these missions was the altitude. Instead
of flying high altitude as heretofore the planes
were briefed to fly at 7,000 to 8,000 feet. The
first reaction of the Wing combat crews to these
l·ow altitude unarmed missions was that they did
not like them but after the first few were so successful the boys wanted to fly in low and burn the
Japa,nese cities off the map.
After the very hard week of the first fire blitz
all of us had six days to recuperate before mission
number 34 -on the twe·n ty-fourth of March made
another attempt against the Mitsubishi factory at
Nagoya. On this mission the Wing tried another
new technique.
It was an experimental night precision bombing mission. While inadequate illumination caused
by not e,nough flash bombs hampered bombing,
the mission still destroyed I02,000 square feet of
the roof area of the target and 6,000,000 square
feet of the surrounding city. We had I 06 airplanes over the target -out of 122 airborne and
lost four with 25 suffering battle damage. The
results of this mission were sufficiently good so
that further night incendiary missio,ns were flown.
The month -of March, then, brought us two
new types of missi,ons-the incendiary blitz a·nd
the nighl· incendiary attack. In later months both
types of missions were to be repeated but just
before the e,nd of the month a still more startling
use for B-29s was evolved in conjunction with the
Navy.

Smoke column over Nag·oya on Fire Raid
Burntng Tokyo
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CHAPTER 8

MISSIONS

T

oward the end of March the Navy was carrying
on a full-scale major sea campaign in the vicinity of Okinawa. These fleet operatio.ns were being
seriously hampered by the attacks of Japanese
kamikaze pilots as well as other air attacks carried
on by Japanese bombers and fighters who were
less spectacular than the kamikaze boys. The Navy
did not seem able to handle its own air defense
without disporportionate losses. Therefore, it
called on the B-29s for assistance.
For the first time, very heavy, very longrange bombardme,nt was to be used in direct support of surface ·naval warfare. Our assigned mission was to destroy the Japanese airfields on Kyushu and to destroy all operational aircraft that
might happen to be on these fields -at the time
of our visits. The Kyushu fields were the only
operational ones the Japan·ese had c~ose enough
to the Ryukyus to base their planes i.n the Olcinawa campaign. If all these airfields could be
neutralized, it would be a tremendous step forward toward victory by our forces.
The plan was to bomb from medium altitude
with most planes going in at around 15,000. During the period from the first Kyushu mission on
March 27 to the last Kyushu mission on
April 29 the 73rd flew 29 missions. Twenty-one of
these were aga1nst Kyushu and eight others were
against more normal targets. With the exception
of the first on.e the Kyushu missions normally contained only 22 to 33 planes apiece but since we
flew as many as four missions on the same day our
total number of airpLanes airborne and bombs
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Night take off

mand based on lwo Jima. They were the firs¥
la.nd -based American fighters to operate over the
Empire. Our attack was reasonably successful
since extensive damage was caused to the eastern
part of the factory but the concrete structure to
the west was n·ot hit at all. Our losses were six B-29s
and two fighters.
The fighters were met over lwo by three navigational B-29s and escorted to Kozu Shima where
they rendezvoused with the bombing task force.
Reports from our planes said that the fighter escort was very good for the first elements of our
formations but by the time the last elements
reached the target area the fighters were all gone.
This was in spite of the fact that there was only
six minutes from our first formation to our last.
The Wing had Ill aircraft airborne and I0 I
over the target. The bombs carried on this mission were also different fr.om what we had been

dropped for this period was greater than ever
before.
The first Kyushu mission was against Tachiarai and Oita airfields. This was a large mission
with 120 of our airplanes in the air and 112 over
the targets. Fifty-one Japanese airplanes were destroyed on the ground and a large percentage <>f
the i.nstallations at both fields were destroyed or
damaged. After this first Kyushu raid nearly two
weeks went by before the next one and in the
meantime <>ur planes bombed four precision targets.
The first of these was hit on the last day of
March when our planes attacked the Tachiarai
Machine Works. The report of this mission shows
that the target was almost completely destroyed.
We had two aiming points a.nd one was saturated
with bombs and the other was very well covered.
One of our planes ditched on the way back.
In the beginning <>f April there were the other three missions against precision targets. The
first was the Musashino plant again. It was attacked o.n the first and was another experimental
night attack. The report states "no new damage
to target number 357 was shown on post-strike
photographs." The report also said "Recent experience indicates that successful night attacks
against precision inland targets lacking promine.nt
radar features are beyond the capablities <>f presently available equipment." In spite of no damage being caused to the Japanese war effort, this
was next to the worst raid the Wing had so far
as losses of our airplanes were co.n cerned. We lost
seven.
Two days later the Wing bombed the Tachikawa Aircraft 'Company plant west of Tokyo with
a normal force at night. This attack was by individual aircrafi' with "pathfinders" dropping colored incendiaries as target markers. The damage
to the target was again reported as "scattered"
with perhaps ten per cent of the total roof area
destroyed. As on earlier night missions, i.nadequ.a te
illumination hampered the bombing.
On the seventh of April the 73rd flew its
first fighter-escorted mission. The target was the
Musashino plant once more and our planes came
in at• medium altitude. The escort consisted of approximately 90 P-51 Ds from the 7th Fighter Comlwo Jima
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Navigatio,n B-29 leads fighters from lwo

~

Wing flag at half staff for the president

using since they were 2,000 pound ge,neral purpose bombs. The American claims against the
enemy were I0 I aircraft destroyed. Eighty of
these claims were by B-29s and 21 by the fighters.
This was also the first mission where a large number of our planes landed at lwo. Thirty-one of our
planes came in there on the way back, some because of battle damage a.nd others because of being short of gas as a result of the high speeds required to escort the fighters home.
In addition to the six B-29s destroyed, there
were 66 that suffered battle damage. That was the
highest figure of damage to our aircraft on any
of the Wing's hundred missions. This seems odd
when we realize there was fighter escort. However,
enemy fighters were extremely reluctant to close
with P-51 s so our fighters were almost always the
aggressors. This put them at some disadvantage.
The best thing about this mission was the weather.
It was CAYU over the entire Tokyo area.
The next mission was inte,nded to be one
against Kanoya airfield on southern Kyushu. However, because of a I 0 tenths' undercast covering
the entire southern portion of the island, all pl.anes
hit the radar secondary target-the city of Kagoshima. For such a small mission-29 planesit was quite successful since an area of 1,260,000
square feet of the center of the city was d~s
troyed. The Wing suffered no loss nor damag~.
Mission number 41 which flew on April
twelfth was very similar to the mission of five days
earlier. It had fighter ~scort and was agat.!
against the Musashino plant. However, this time

P-SI-fighter support on 4/ 7/45
instead of having CA VU conditions there was
heavy haze over the targ.e t. Two of our squadrons
had good patterns in the eastern portion of the
factory but the other squadrons did not do so
well. The fighter cover was considerably better
tha.n the first time since the fighters had been
briefed on covering the entire mission this time.
The Jap.anese fighter opposition was reduced
very considerably, partly due to the heavy r.e cent
enemy losses and partly due to the diversion of
aircraft to take part in the Okinawa campaign.
.Jur support of the Navy was helping us, too. Also,
of course, our fighter escort had a disconcerti.ng
effect. Another factor was the attack by both the
313th and 314th Wings on Koriyama just before
the 73rd Wing arrived. They drew a number of
fighters. We lost no airplanes and had 36 with
some degree of battle damage. Ther.e were two
P-51 s lost but one of the pilots was rescued by
a destroyer.
The next two missions, numbers 42 and 43,
were flow,n on the nights of the thirteenth and
fifteenth of April and both were incendiary missions cgainst Tokyo. The first was by individu.al
aircraft between 7,000 and 8,000 feet. The weather was completely CA VU over the targ·e t and at
least I0.7 more square miles of the city were
bumed. Many large explosions were seen from as
far away as 150 miles and a reconnaissance mission reported extensive fires still burning the next
night. Both the 313th and 314th Wi·ngs joined the
73rd on this one. We had 122 planes in the air.
The other Tokyo mission took off 48 hours
after these pla.nes landed and was against Kawasaki, a southern suburb of Tokyo. Again, all three
wings attacked simultaneously and the destruction
was severe. The city was burned to the extent of
8.1 square miles with 5.2 square miles of this being in the area of the 73rd Wing aiming point.
The 73rd lost only one airpla.ne and that was not
due to enemy action but because of a ground
crash on landing at lwo. The other two wings lost
a total of ·eleven aircraft.

A series of blitz attacks against the Kyushu
airfields took place in the six days from April
seven-reenth through April twe,nty-second when the
Wing flew ·nine missions against five airfields. During the period Izumi and Tachiarai airfields were
attacked three times and Oita, Usa and Tomitaka
were attacked once each. The bombing results
were excellent. Out of a toflal of twenty squadro.ns that attacked on the nine missions, twelve
dropped more than 50 per ce.nt of their bombs
within I ,000 feet of the assigned aiming line. In
the entire series of missions only two B-29s were
lost. These were both shot down by Japanese
fight.ers over Tachiarai.
Before going back to Kyushu one more normal
mission was i-nserted in the mission list. This was
on April twenty-fourth when our mission number 53
sent 45 aircraft '1-o the Hitachi Aircraft Engine
Plant .at Tachikawa on Honshu. Although only 34
planes were actually over the target, this was a
successful mission with 70 per cent of the target
destroyed. Also our claims against the enemy totalled twenty aircr.a ft as against our loss of only
one.
In the 96 hours of the twenty-sixth, twentysev·enth, twenty-eighth and twenty-nmth of April
the Wing ran a last blitz agai.nst the Kyushu airfields. We hit Miyazaki three times, Izumi twice
and Miyakonojo, Usa, Tomitaka, Oita and Saeki
once each. All of these missions had 21 to 24
airplanes airborne and we lost a total of four with
only fourteen having battle damage. The results of
these missions were reported as being excelle.nt
and perhaps the only nonroutine item on any of
them was on the twenty-eigth when the first B-29
landed at Okinawa as a result of fuel shortage
caused by a sea search off the Kyushu coast.
As to the value of these airfield missions, the
consensus was that they were extremely successful
since aerial opposition to the Navy in the Ryukyus was greatly reduced during and after this
period~

CITIES

A

fter the Okinawa campaign was successfully
concluded and our pla·nes were freed for a
more oormal use than close support of fleet operations, a series of missions was flown between the
lasi' Kyushu mission on April 29 and June II.
Th~re were fifteen r.aids of which ~ight were incendiary missions against the urba·n areas of the great
cities of Japan. Nag·oya was hit twice, Tokyo twice
and Osak.a twice. Also Yokohama and Kobe were
each bombed once and on all of these missiom
goodly portions of these cities were burned.
The other sev·en missions of this period were
against miscellaneous targets with the climax
reached when the Hitachi Engineering Works near
Tokyo was almost completely destroyed. The
weather co,nditions were better than during the
firsl· series of high altitude missions but not as
good as for the Kyushu missions. Some Wing pero,nnel had felt it was unfortunate to waste such
good bombing weather on what appeared to be
unimporta·nt targets on Kyushu. However, the r·esults had justified this use ·o f the B-29s.
The first mission in this group was number
64 o.n April 30 and suffered from very bad weather. While a precision target in Tokyo (NOT number 357) was selected as a visual target, the weather was so bad that Hamamatsu, the radar target,
was bombed. Fifty-five aircraft bombed this city
which had so often before been used as a target
of opportunity by wandering 73rd Wing planes.
The results were good.
l·n May a mission was noi· flown until the fifth
when 130 pla,nes took off to bomb the Hiro Naval
Aircraft Factory at Kure. The briefed radar target was the Hiro Arsenal. Of the fourteen squadrons flying eleven bombed the aircraft factory and
three the .arsenal. Strike photographs showed that
the aircraft factory was 75 per cent destroyed.
Because a late change in the bombing load made

That Smokestack at Saganoseki

Bombs on Oita-4/21 /45

'

Bomb Burst on Tachiarai--4/ 18/45

Bomb Pattern on Tomitaka A/F--4/22/45

it impossible to install bomb-bay tanks, 64 aircraft
landed at lwo Jima short of fuel. Our combat
losses were three planes with 39 battle damaged.
Five days after the Kure mission two missions
were flown the same day against two targets in
Tokuyama. These were the Naval Fuel Station and

the Naval Coal Yards & Briquette Factory. Both
were 85 per cent destroyed. Weather over the
targets was clear and both fighter opposition and
antiaircraft were meager and inaccurate. None
of our pla·nes were lost on either of these missio.ns
and only twelve suffered battle damage out of
the 61 and 64 airborne.
On the eleventh, a small mission of 24 planes
attacked the Kawanishi Aircraft Plant at Kobe.
This was not a very successful mission since radar
approaches were required a.nd the target proved
to be unidentifiable by radar. However, 35 per
cent of the target was destroyed and all our planes
returned safely.
On May 14 and 16, the Wing really started a
serious effort to burn the great cities of Japan
with two maximum effort missio·ns against Nagoya.
These two missions actually placed 2, 166 tons of
incendiary bombs o,n the city and destroyed 5.9
square miles of it. On the first, the Wing lost
two planes and had 25 seriously battle damaged.
On the other, there were neither losses nor battle
damage. On the first, fifteen squadrons bombed
assigned areas of Nagoya. On the other, the pathfinder system was used and seemed to work
equally well. Toward the end of this second mission the glow of fires could be seen more than
150 miles from the target and observations were
impossible because of the thick smoke rising
through flight levels at 13,000 feet.
After the two Nagoya missions there was another attack against Hamamatsu by radar. The
bri.e fed target on this May 19 mission was the
Tachikawa Army Arsenal with general purpose
bombs but since this mission had probably the
worst target weather the 73rd Wing ever had on
a maj·or strike, most squadrons were broken up
shortly after assembly. The result was that there
were all sorts of individual and mongrel attacks
on the radar target. However, the Wing had really learned to use radar as evidenced by the fact
that 83 out of 94 planes airborne did bomb Hamamatsu. There was very heavy damage caused. The
clouds were solid from about 800 feet to about
23,000 feet with icing in them. While it is true
that the bad weather interfered with our bombing,
it also protected our planes si,nce there was no
damage.
On the twenty-third and twenty-fifth of May,
missions number 72 and 73 hit Tokyo with fire
bombs at night and bombed 18.2 square miles of
this-the third largest city in the world. The first
of these missions was a large one with 170 airplanes airborne and the second was a normal effort with 144 in the air. Both missions operated on
the pathfinder system and both had quite good
weather although surface winds f.or the first mission were very light so that fires did not spread
as rapidly as they might have. On the first mission, 93 per cent of the main force bombed within a 42-minoute period a·nd on the second the entire main force bombed within 50 minutes. While
this concentration of time interval made the fires
better, it also created a traffic problem both on
the bomb run .and on the withdrawal. The Japanese destroyed ten of our planes on these missions
a.nd damaged 32. The targets were different areas
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military vehicles and aircraft components. Twelve
squadrons totaling I 18 aircraft each carrying seven
2,000-pound general purpose bombs, hit the target visually from about 20,000 feet. There were I0 I
buildings in the factory area and only eight small
buildings showed no visible damage. Out of the
2,000,000 square feet of roof area 96.8 per cerit
was destroyed. While the plant had bee'l briefed
as a radar target, it was actually bombed visually.
From the point of view of losses, this mission was
also very successful since we lost no planes.

Bombs hit lxumii Airfield--4I 18I 45

t

1

of Tokyo and, in both cases, the fires were all well
located in the briefed areas.
On May 29, a daylight incendiary mission was
flown with Yokohama as the target. This was very
successful since the weather was good and the
opposition was light. Also there was a strong surface wind. While we did have 30 aircraft with
some battle damage, none ware lost and only
seven had to land at lwo. There were 152 airborne
and 136 over the primary.
The next three missions were on the first, fifth
and seventh of June with the urban are.as of Osaka
as the target twic.e and Kobe the other time. The
destl'oyed portion of Osaka totaled 6.55 square
miles and 4.3 square miles of Kobe was ruined.
These missions had 158 and 133 airplanes airborne against Osaka and 154 against Kobe. Ori ·
the first Osaka mission smoke rose above 20,000
.f eet and on the other one the smoke rose right
through the undercast covering the target. At
Kobe, the surf.a ce winds appeared to be light but
the dense co.ncentration of bombs made up for it.
Also at Kobe, the Wing suffered very heavy battle damage with 55 of the returning aircraft being
hit. Two planes were lost on that mission a·nd four
on one of the Osaka missions.
On June I0, an attack was planned agai,nst
target number 357 but because of a I0 tenths
undercast the radar target-the Hitachi Engineering Works, Kaigan Plant-was hit and it was ruined by the 118 planes that bombed. This plant
had bee.n a leading producer of tanks and other

Bombs fall on. Miyazaki A/ F--4/29/45

Bomb Pattern on Tomitaka A/F-4/ 22/45

Smoke over Tachiarai A/F-3/27 / 45

Bombs well centered on Kyushu mission
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Easter Mass through nose of B-29
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-. ·· This layout shows how the medic:.al department worked with wounded returning from missions. In the center are shown:
a. The tower notifying the Wing Surgeon of wounded.
b. The Wing Surgeon calling from his jeep to the hospital and to the ambulance.
·
c. A ChapLain was . always with the ambulance.
Upper left shows man receiving a sternal injection before landing. Some men
on most crews are tr,ained to do this work. Upper right'"""":the patient is removed from
the aircraft. Lower left-he has an operation. Lower right-he convalesces.
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First crew to complete tour-Lt. Bonner, 873rd Sq., 498th Group and his crew.
This crew was the first to finish its missions a.nd be ready for ho~e-on 12 May
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y the middle of June, so many of the large
Japanese cities had been thoroughly burned
Jut that the 73rd had to start attackrng smaller
:ities to find anything to burn. During the last of
Ju.ne, July .and August up to VJ Day the Wing
flew seventeen incendiary attacks (mostly night)
against various small Japanese cities. We eventually burned .almost every city over 50,000 population. Also there were five precision attacks on
Japanese .arsenals. The small Japanese cit'les struck
were as follows: ;
Osaka-Amagaski
Hamamatsu
fukuoka
Sasebo
Kumamoto
Kochi
Akashi
Sakai
lchinomiya (twice)
Oita
Hitachi
Matsuyama
.
Toyama
Nishinomiya-Mikage
Yawata
lsezaki
While some of these missions were radar, a
majority of them were not and areas destroyed
vary up to 99.5 per cent in the case of the mission to Toyama on the first of August. This mission, by the way, was the largest flown by the
Wing since there were 184 pla·nes in the air
and 174 hit the tar.get with 1,465 tons of bombs.

Toyama burning in August during 73rd's Biggest Raid.
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All of these various Japanese cities had some type
of industry located withi,n the city. They also had
many Japanese living in them and while it is unfortunate that so many th-ousands of people were
made homeless by the Wing, it is clear that tremendous damage was done to the Japanese war
effort by these missions which reached into the
small cities of Japan to destroy their i,ndustry.
All but the last of these missions, the one
agains·t lsezaki, were normal or maximum effort for
the Wing with the number of planes airborne
varying from 184 against Toyama down to 122
against Yawata. By this time, the Japanese air
forces were so depleted and there had been such
serious damage to their antiaircraft installations
that the Wing lost only a total of six airplanes on
all uf these missions.
This reaching into the very heart of Japanese
urba·n life with nocturnal fires must also have
caused considerable havoc to Japanese th1.:-tking
From night i-o night the Japl',ese ,...~,.,,.,!~ n<>ver
knew which of their cities would be the next target. Throughout the period leaHet missions were
bei·ng flown in between the bombing missions announci.ng lists of possible targets. This further disrupted Japanese psychology and undoubtedly contributed heavily toward the happenings of the fifteenth of August.
The first of the five nonincendiary missions
during this last period of the Wing's fighting was
flow,n on June 22 against the naval arsenal at
Kure and the target w.a s 56 per cent destroyed.
On this mission 126 airplanes were airborne and
I04 reached the target. Apparently the Japanese
considered the arsenal very imP'ort.a nt since there
was sufficient opposition to damage 55 of our
planes and destroy o.ne. Careful scoring of homb
bursts showed that 36 per cent of the bombs dropped within 1,000 feet of the aiming point.
Four days later an arsenal of the Japanese
J..rmy in Osaka was selected as our target. One
hundred and twenty-two airplanes took off and

109 reached the t.arget · but found bad weathe,
and were forced i•o use radar bombing technique
with questionable results through the I 0 tenths
undercast.
Nearly a month later, on July 24, this same
arsenal at Osaka was .attacked again but this time
it was a very large mission with 173 planes airborne. Bad weather forced all but 35 to bomb
Kuwana City, the radar target. Nevertheless,
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thoose 35 succeeded in destroying 434,500 square
feet of the roof area of the arsenal. This mission
was the last one upon which the Wing suffered
heavy battle damage. There were 46 of our planes
damaged but none lost . .
There was another naval arsenal located at
Toyokawa and on the seventh of August the Wing
attacked it with 29 planes over the t.a rget out of
34 airborne.
Just before VJ Day the Osaka Army Arsenal
was again struck by the Wing with 165 planes airborne and 145 over the target. There were no
planes lost on either of these two missions and
only 35 were damaged on both. According ro the
reports, the results were "good to excellent" o·n
both missions.

One of the 499th 's Mess Halls burned in July

5 stars on Saipan
General Arnold arrives-June 12
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He is greeted by the troops

He speaks to the troops

The big boss and the little boss salute

General Arnold, General O'Do.nnell .and Colonel Shelmire

Our General's House
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Wing HQ street in June

Typical 73rd Target Weather

·Combat crews built gardens

AIRCRAFT DATA BOARD IN WING CONTROL ROOM
This shows half the d.3ta boards for ,a major mission. While the misston was being run, these
blanks were kept filled in right up to date by a clerk with a headset. in this c.3se, the planes of tht>
SOOth are all in but the 499th has one missing . The bla.,..ks are not long enough for this number of
aircraft.
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CHAPTER II

We had tennis courts by July

W

hile Part Ill of this volume was inte.nded to
discuss the portion of the Wing history after
the combat was all over, this seems like a logical
place to include some discussion of our off-duty
activities on Saipan. When we reached the island,
construction· and other duties really allowed Ul
very little leisure. But by the end of our stay there
we had sufficient time off to require considerable
provision for it.
When th~nking of ·entertainment on Saipan, all
of us will remember more than anything else those
nights in the open .air theaters with the rain trickling down inside our raincoats while we waited for
the pro\'ector to be repaired. So many times we
have al strained our ears to catch the failing
sound track as it went out at the most exciti.ng
part of the picture and so many times we all have
cursed at a.n unforseen fade-out on the screen
with the sound still running. In the beginning, we
had very rude mov~ng picture theaters--usually
just a screen on scrap lumber supports with a projection booth a proper distance away and sand
bags for the audience. From this earliest type
of theater we progressed to the very complete ap·
pointments of such an imposing edifice as the
497th Goat Gulch theater or the 303rd's Kandu.
With a srngle exception, however, even the finest theaters built by the Wing were open-air for
the audience. This single exception was the Big
Top Theater of the 65th Air Service Group. Colonel Hewitt, commander of that group, had arranged for a big tent something like a circus tent
and he placed his movie equipment in it. He also
had bomb-rack seats with backs which were better
than the oil drums tha·t most of the rest of us used.

. However, his theater was so small that the live
shows could not exhibit in it.
Early in 1945, the Wi,ng had eleven theaters
in operation. Every night every theater had a
movie .and the schedules were published well in
advance so that if any of us were unable to see
a picture at our own the.ater, we could catch it at
another theater and if, as occasionally happened,
a picture was good enou<:)h so that we might enjoy it more than once we could go several times.
From the discussion of movies in letters received
from home, it was clear that we were frequently

·~""'

Wing officers club
having movies at least as g·ood and as recent as
were civilians. "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn",
"Roughly Speaking", and "Wonder Man" were among the numerous very good pictures that we
had at about the same time as they sh·owed in
our home tow.!"ls.
Then, there were the G.l. nights when we
could go and see what a splendid piece of work
the 15th Air Fcrce was doing in the Mediterranean
or a picture ·on how to recognize German tanks
or maybe a picture -of winter sports in Scotland.
We also had many grade C or worse pictures,
11otably the very old pictures that somebody back
in the States thought would interest Pacific soldiers starved for entertainment. We just were not
thai· starved.
Occasionally in one of our theaters we would
have something other than a movie. The commonesl form of such entertainment was a band concert by ·our ow11 558th Band or one of its smaller
organizations. With the disregard for our own men
common to mcst soldiers, many did not esteem
these concerts highly but actually Mr. Lilly and
his men did a splendid job. The dance band was
a good one and the concert orchestra played
about the right proportion of swi11g and classical
music. Many of us enjoyed Mr. Lilly's program
notes which he always presented somewhat quizzically.
Other live shows that visited our theaters
were the various traveling shows. These covered a

497th Group Officers Club

wide variety all the way from very simple native
dances up to the very sophisticated hum::.r of the
Winged Pigeons.
In October and November (and later) we had
the native Kanakas put on their stick dances in

e.ach. These were usu.ally well received, but the
number of girls was always distressingly small.
Although we had .a wealth of entertainment
material in our own theaters, there was never a·nything to prevent the men of the 73rd from attending shows in other parts of the island-shows that
did not come to our end. An example of this
was the Eddie Bracken show that was removed
from the island bef·ore it played its scheduled
showi.ng in our area. Eddie's show was very good
and a ·number of us bummed rides or chiseled
jeeps to get +o one of the theaters where it played.
He had ,an argument with a unit that caused his
expulsion from Saip.an.
There were, of course, other types of off-

Music-the Wing's own 558th AAF Band furnishes some solid swing

Food-Thr.ee sol.diers of the 435th Aviation
Squadron present .a startling contrast as they preside over the collation at the Wing Officers' Club
House Warmi.ng.

several of our theaters. This was a rather interesting show .although not quite what we had expected. We h·oped we would see some beautiful
hula hula girls performing in grass skirts with very
few or no men in the show. What we did see was
some beautiful men performing in grass skirts with
some-to be charitable-rather unlovely women.
The danci.ng was interesting and the taste of a
native civilization where men were in complete
authority was something novel to most of us who
were .a ccustomed to the American• way.
The first type of American live entertainment
we had was some of the various shows put o·n by
either our own personnel or other men on the
island, like the variety show of the 4th Marines.
There were a number of skits a.nd orchestras from
various units on the island that were quite good.
We all remember the AAA orchestra's rendition of
"R·obin Hood." This was the musical organization
from the artillery outfit on Hill Number 500.
It was in June that the Swabbies show came
down our way with the ta·ntalizing Sea bees in it..
This show had the provocative ch.orus line made up
of six beautiful "girls."
Then, the next month ''This is the Army"
played at Goat Gulch for several nights. This was
also a.n all-masculine show but many of us will remember Eileen as the "girl" with whom the lonely
G.l. left his heart at the Stage Door Canteen.
Also we had some USO shows with a few girls in

\

l

duty entertainment besides going to shows. The
athletic urg·e, as well as the search for shells, interested many of us in swimmi.ng. The swimming
was reasonably good so long as we kept inside the
reef and wore some sort of foot covering. Many
were scratched by coral but that was usually our
own fault. It was always interesting to walk up
and down the reef and the area behind it looking
for shells or-just looking. There were ma,ny places
along our beaches where the bottom was good
white sa.nd for small areas,
Other athletics included baseball and softball. We had a number of teams of our own includi·ng such players as General O'Donnell on
their roster. Then there were the Marianas big
league teams which played. for our e,ntertainment
on our diamonds. By the end of our stay a number of handball and tennis courts had appeared
throughout our area and all were well patronized.
The matter of clubs was one that caused a
great deal of discussion in the beginning followed
by a lot of hard work and later by a few m~nths
of enjoyment. In general, the clubs were built

by the personnel who were +o use them but there
were some exceptions. These exceptions occurred
when a group of officers could either hire or talk
some Seabees or Engineers into helping them. So
far as excellence of appointments was cc.ncerned,
the enlisted men's clubs and the officers' clubs
w·e re somewhat similar. The same sources of supply were open to both and while the officers
usually had a little more money for this sort of
thing , the enlisted men were apt to display more
ingenuity rn acquiring and adapHng available
materials.
There were two very marked differences between the enlisted men's and officers' clubs. Both
of these were unfortunate and some in both groups
though!· these should have been equali:z:ed. The
first of these was the possibility of officers being
able to obtain whiskey a,nd enlisted men not.
The other difference was the possibility of officers having gir:s at their parties whereas enlisted
men could not. This lack of girls at the enlisted
men's parties was not . absolute, of course, since
occasionally USO show girls passing through or a
f.ew Red Cross girls would go to enlisted parties.
While nurses cowld not attend enlisted men's
parties because they were officers, Red Cross
girls could and some did. These two items were
parts of the caste system, recently so much
discussed in the press, that were present on Saipan.
It might be well to mention here that this
caste system that is so much objected to in other
units of the Army was somewhat less in the 73rd
Wing. For example, in the Wing Headquarters
the enlisted men had prefabricated barracks
months before the officers. Many officers never
had such buildings but lived in their tents all the
time. In general, living conditions and food were
th~ same for both groups and military courtesy
was not carried to a point where it was obnoxious
to anyone in most of our units. There were some
exceptions. Except for the two mentioned differences, entertainment facilities were open to all.
While it perhaps does not come under the
heading of entertainment, our churches were an offduty activity. The Wing was .f ortunate in having
an extremely consecrated group of chaplains.
Many of us remember such men as Father Tighe,
Chaplain Haugse and some of the others as among
our best friends on the island. These men built
beautiful chapels. They were able to make for us
churches in the wilderness that were comparable
to our churches at home in many ways. The 330th
Chapel with its murals and mag.nificent view of
Tinian was a church that will long be remembered
by those of us who attended it.
The Easter sunrise services were held in the
Kandu Theater by the Protestants and on the
ramp by the Catholics. These were impressive
ceremonies that brought home to all of us in the
midst of war that .freedom of religion was a prime
tenet of the America.n way of life.
Actually, any group of American soldiers will
always find its own entertainment one war or another. Before our clubs were built we al played
cards and other games in our tents. The attitude
toward money on Saipan was o.ne that many of

at Officers club

The HQ Officers Club Bar

The Medical Table at HQ club opening

us will remember with a slight tinge of envy of
·ourselves when we again have to work hard for
every penny. It was not that we did not work
hard for our money but we had so little legitimate use for it that it meant practically nothing.
We gambled for stakes higher than most of us ever
had ai' home. We won and lost money that seemed almost valueless. While only a minority .of the
Wing gambled, it provided entertainment not only
for those who were playing but also for those who
were merely spectators. Besides the money games,
there was a good deal of serious bridge played it~
our area.
By the middle of our stay on Saipan, we h:~d
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Wing HQ Officers shower
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Group Club

Gulch Theater
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Group Service Club.

HQ Mess had a birthday.
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Theater Audie.nce.

Doughnuts by Dottie.

Red Cross doughnuts and lemonade did get around

all arr.a nged our quarters in one way or another
so that we could read in bed or i·n an easy chair
and such controv·ersial books as "Forever Amber"
and "Strange Fruit" as well as more serious works
wenl' from hand to hand a,nd caused considerable
discussion.
Before the end of our stay on Saipan the I
and E officers had made some inroad on our normal legarthy regarding education and a number
of m-en w·e re taki.ng USAFI courses. Saipan Univ,ersity which was located in Western Pacific Base
Command area helped such men.
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Charlie Ruggles

The man who came to dinner

Betty Hutton
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A Babe

Eileen-The "Girl I left behind me"
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Came in low
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ol!owing the announcement of peace on the fifteenth of August, the Wing did nol fly any
missions of any kind other than routine weather
reconnaissace for a while. During that two weeks
period Isley Field and its envir·ons seethed with
rumors rather than activity. In the second week,
there was a good deal of work in the A-4 section
and in the service centers. Then, on August 27,
a flight of te:-1 planes from the 497th Group took
off under command of Lieutenant Colonel Van
Sickle. · They were briefed to fly to Weihsien, a
prisoner of war camp ·On the Shantung peninsula
in northern China. It was planned that this mission should . stage at lwo and then go on about
dawn from there. One plane was grounded a1
lwo and the other n'ine did take off and had a
successful drop near fhe camp. As a,!l example of
how much material could. be carried on these missions, the ten planes had three days' supplies for
the I ,550 men who were said to be in this camp.
On all of the prisoner •o f war supply missions
a large number of pictures were taken. This first
one resulted in a number of excellenl' shots of
ccnditions in China. These mercy missions brought
back the first .authentic low level aerial shots of
China, Korea and the ruins of the Empire.
The second prisoner of war mission was a m:~x-

imum efforl with 159 airplanes airborne. This mission carried three days supplies for 31 ,800 men
and flew to camps all. ·over the Empire. Following
i: the Wing flew two small and ona large missio.~
before the end of August. Then on the second
of September there was a 31-plane mission carrying supplies to Honshu.
September 2 was an important date for the
Wing since it marked the actual official terminaticn of hostilities with the signing of the peace
on the USS Missouri moored in Tokyo Bay. While
comba\· credH had been given to crew members
for the supply missions up to that date, afterward~
that was no longer true.
There were sixteen more pris·oner of war supply missiom.
These carried supplies to camps
throughoul· the main Japanese islands as well as
Korea and several points in Ch!.~a. The last mercy
mission was on September 15 and it was also the
very last mission of any type flown by the 73rd
Wing ~xcept for some weather missions.
The minor missions of the 73rd have .not been
discussed in this history. It may be worth while to
remember thai' the Wi~g did fly weather strike
missions and weather reconnaissance missions frequently throughout its term of service on Saipan.
These were missions of one or two planes designed

to study weather · and drop a few bombs in the,
case of weat!Hlr strike missions.
'
.
Also the Wing flew a number of leaflet missions when small formations of planes dropped
leaflets on different parts of Japan. · Frequently
these leaflets contained information, in Japa.nese,
telling the inhabitants of various cities that they
were about to be bombed by the 73rd Wing's incendiaries a.nd warning the inhabitants to depart.
A mission of this type was, of course, a mercy
mission and it is presumed that some Japanese
did heed the warnings.
To get back to the frisoner of war missionsthe Wing had a total o 580 aircra'ft airborne o,n
all missions and 472 of them were effective. The
noneffective planes suffered mostly from b<!d
weather but mechanical failures and impossibility
of locating some camps contributed. The Wing
released 2,470 tons of supplies on prisoner of w.ar
i,nstallations. All of these prisoner of war missions
cost the Wing four aircraft. One of these crashed into a mountain on Honshu. One was forced

lwo briefing for POW mission

POW planes from other wings

down by the Russians over Korea and two were
missing.
Our Service Centers also did a tremendous
job in loadi.ng the suppli.es for B29s of the other
wings. All the pla.nes from Guam and Ti-nian came
to Isley for their prisoner of war supplies. So
many came that they were packed in nose to tail
on one runway after filling all possible parking
places. Isley was quite a sight with all those hun-

dreds of planes bei,ng loaded by the 73rd's service personnel.
Colonel Richard T. King, Jr. was one prisoner
of war from the 73rd who returned and he has
written some comments on his experiences that
might well be included here. The Colonel now appears well a.nd strong in spite of his harrowing experiences.

Guam and Tinian planes on S.aipan for POW
supplies

Ru.nway full of planes

-----POW Supplies on the line

Yangchow

POW supplies with Mt. Tapachou

Supplies for POW Camp ne.ar Yokohama

Our planes were well marked

Loading POW supplies

POW supplies

Even a full Colonel

Through the bomb bays at Osaka

Tokyo camp well marked

T-okyo POW's wanted accurate dropping

Osaka POW supplies

Weihsien

Fukuoka camp well marked

Supplies away at Aichi

The men of the USS Yorktown were near Yokohc;m "

A PRISONER OF WAR REMEMB:ERS
By Colonel Richard T. King, Jr.
Now that six months have passed since my
release from the Japanese prison camps, my outstanding thought about that experience is that the
human body has wonderful recuperative ability.
Although I lost 69 pounds - from 195 to 126
pounds-my body is now s-o thoroughly recovered
that I feel almost no ill effects. Time has dimmed
both the mental anguish and the physical suffering
from lad of food, privation and the few beatings
I received.
To g·o back to the beginning-it was on
3 December 1944 that I was flying as Flight Commander of a 12-ship formation with Maj. R. Goldsworthy, one of the flight le.aders in the SOOth Bomb
Group which I then commanded. Our missi>On was
an aircraft engine plant in the Tokyo area and we
had dropped our bombs from .a pproximately 32,000
feet, when we were attacked by fighters. Although
we shot down some of the fighters, they hit our
left inboard gasoline tank so seriously that it sprayed gasoline all over the aircraft and the entire
ship began to burn. Slugs from the fighters had
apparently also destroyed the electrical system,
making the i.ntercom inoperative and damaging
the ·nose wheel support so that it came d·own. By
the time the ship had lost altitude to 29,000 feet
I bailed out. At that time ' I did not realize .:that
I was injured in .any way. Immediately after bailing out I counted at least eight and possibly nine
chutes as I floated earthward myself.
Landing in an ope.n field, I immediately cut
my shroud lines and found that I had been burned.
on one leg and my face. Since JapaneS>e fighters
were diving down directly over the field a,nd H
seemed they might be looking for me, I walked
over under the trees at one side of the field and
waited there a few moments. Meanwhile I lo·oked myself over a little more thoroughly and found
that I had landed unarmed since my 45 had been
losi· en the· way down. I was weari,ng only suntan
shirt and trousers and r.egular Gl shoes, socks and
underwear, with no other equipment.
Shortly, some Japanese civilians found me and
not only ha.ndcuffed but also bound me with my
own shroud li.nes. They delivered me f.o the local
police station wher.e I waited for two hours until
two Japanese soldiers came to pick me up. As I
started down the road in their cusf.ody, I met
Colonel Byron Brugge, from Wing Headquarters,
and asked him how he was. He was able to say
"Okay" before the guard ordered "No speak."
After being blindfolded the s-oldiers loaded us into
a truck that carried us into Tokyo where we arrived about 2 a.m. From the speed of the truck
and the time consumed I would guess that I had
la.nded about 40 miles out of the city.
Immediately Japanese intelligence officers interrogated us as to our name, rank and serial num-

ber. Although this was all the Geneva Convention allows, they went on to request our home address·e s and other inf.ormatio,!'l. When I asked why
they wanted this information, they said they needed it so they could notify our families. This, of
course, was never done. Then they asked me to
sign a paper which was written in Japanes·e . I
signed as it was obvi·ous that I did not k.now what
it said. Next they stripped me and returned to
me my shirt, trousers, shoes and socks. Except for
shoes and socks this was to be my entir.e clothing
twenty-four hours a day N,r the next four months.
Only when we were taken out for interrog3tion
were we allowed to put on our shoes and $·ocks.
Bef.ore daylight I was subjected to a further severe interrogation about everything on Saipan.
When I an~wered many of their questions (truthfully} that I did not know, they attempted to force
me to answer by slapping my face and other min•or
abuse.
I was put in solitary cc,nfinement at the Kempei Tai (MP headquarters} in a block of six cells
with four other men .from the crew occupying the
other cells. The only furniture was f.our dirty
blankets. Our food consisted of three meals a
day of rice and barley mixed, with an occasional
small fish and infrequent watery soup for breakfast. I stayed in this solitary cell without ever going out f·o r exercise or .any other purpose except
almost daily interroqation until the nineteenth o{
February, on which date Colonel Brugge and I
were tra.nsferred to a local police st.ation where
we were put in differe·n t cell bl•ocks. I stayed
in this second prison until the 3rd ·o f April.
There was one period from the fourth to
the fourteenth of March when I was placed in a
Japa·nese military hospital where I had slight:y
more of the same type of food and a little exercise. This hospitalization was the result of my being so weak that I could not do even the little
that was required of me in solitary.
The n.e xt move was f.o the Omori prison
camp. This was the ,headquarters camp N,r some
30 prisoner of war camps in the Tokyo-Yokohama
area and was located halfway between the two
cities on a sand spit projecfi.ng into Tokyo Bay. At
this camp we were listed as prisoners of war
(special) and 36 of us w.ere segregated into twothirds of a barracks with a separate compound. All
but four of the group were B-29 crewmen. The
ether third of our barracks contained eighteen
other "special" prisoners u,nder charge of Lieutenant Colonel Boyingf.on, Marine ace.
We were kept inside our special compound
until the fifteenth of August and then for the next
two weeks we were allowed an increasing amou.nt
of food and medical supplies including blood plasma and the privilege of mixinq with the other 600

prisoners in our camp. On the 29th Commander
Stassen took a group of us off in LCis to a hospital ship. Affer eight days I was allowed to go
out to Atsugi airfield when I "bummed" a ride
to Okinawa a.nd then to Guam and back to Saipan, where I arrived on the eighth of September.
On the twelfth. of September I was in San Francisco and on t"he fourteenth in Tampa, Aorida with
my ·fa'mily. .
There are two other noteworthy items of my

Tokyo

experience. On the seventh of May we were allowed to start a small garden at Omori. This gave
us someth~ng to do and some slight exercise. Perhaps the most exciting moment of my entire captivity was on 9 March when I was able to see the
first night incendiary attack of the B-29s on Tokyo.
The light from the burning city made it as light
as day and gave us all confid·e nce that our libera.
tion was not far off.
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y the time of the last POW mission everybody
in the Wing was discussing and arguing about
the many rumors that were flyi·ng around about
our return home. We were going home immediately. We were going to stay as part of the
Marianas garrison. We were going on to Japan
a. :-~d be based at Atsugi.
Any•one could get an
audience for any rumor on our future. Not only
could anyon.e get an audience, but anyone could
get a credulous audience for any weird tale.
By that time also most of the stlaff sections
had their equipment either packed or ready to
pack. Many men had started sending home per. sonal bundles of souvenirs and clothing that would
no longer be needed. As a matter of .f act, we
all sat around and did little but dream of home
and gossip during September. The typhoon that
damaged ~o much of our end ·of the isla,nd caused
a brief interlud.e of excitement but that only lasted two or three days.
General O'Donnell leH Saipan on September
16 for Chitose Airfield, Hokkaido, .and there he
joined two other generals and other flight personnel for a proposed nonstop flight to W ashi·ngton,
D. C. The flight t-ook off but because of adverse
winds. the three-plane flight was unable t>o reach
Washington and landed at Chicago instead. This
was the first of i·he r.e cord long distance nonstop
flights ·o f B-29's. The mileage was 5900. Those of
us who heard the radio program, Information
Plei!se, on the evening when General O'Donnel
was one of the Board of Experts were amused
when the General was unable to remember what
the figure 5900 meant.
Be~re the end of the month we knew that
the Wing was to fly its own planes home and that
they were to go in ~ur successive waves-one
for each bombardme,nt group. Our planes were
to take off fifteen a night for three nights and
then the ned three nights the 58th Wing took off
from Tinian in the same way. Because of slopovers and washbacks, it actually took a week ro get
one of our groups and one of the 58th Wing's
groups off s·o it was from the last week i,n September to the las!· week in October before all of our

planes left. There were 188 planes in all that
flew back from Saipan.
Each of these carried tw.e nty men so there
was a total of 3,760 men who llew. Naturally,
there was a good deal of trouble about the selection of these men. In addition to the crews of
the planes, the others ·w.ere staff offic·ers and en. listed men who had a high ,number of points. Also
· personnel of the servi-ce groups and other organizations were included according t>o the points.
While there wer.e many disgruntled men who wanted to fly and did come by boat, there were not
as m.any as might have bee.n expected since the
war was over and we all knew we were going home
anyway. A difference of a week or a month in
the time of our arrival did not seem too imp•ortant.
Also, some men who had enough points to fly
actually did ·not wa·nt to do so. The records of the
flights home proved there was some slight justificatic,n for this feeling since two of the 188 planes
were lost. However, most of the personnel from
one ·o f these was rescued.
After taking off our planes flew to Kwajalein, landed there and stayed for eight hours unless they had some trouble and then on to O<thu
where we stayed for 36 hours. At Oahu the air
returnees .all had their first taste of civilian American life again. It was interesting to see what
many of us sought first. Some of the things we
had missed the most were milk, beds with clean
sheets and pillow eases, a stroll down a lighted
business street, · a luxurious hot bath in a tub, a
chance to just gaze at civilia·n American women
and an opportunity to shop i,n a real store for presents to take home. Of course, some did go
wild in Oahu, become drunk and find themselves
in trouble with the authorities but there were not
many on the Sunset project that did.
The Sunset project seemed like a very good
name for our returning flights. Th·e rising sun had
truly set at thi.s time.
From Oahu our pla.nes took off again and flew
to Mather Field near Sacramento in California.
We will all long remember alighting from the

plane in the cold light of a California dawn and
having a real Stateside breakfast in a Stateside
mess hall. Also, we could phone home from there.
Next we went to Camp Stonema.n and sat around
a varying number of days depending on where
w.e were going. . Some of us who were to fly to
the east coast had ro wait as much as nine or ten
days for transportation while others who went by
train left much earlier.
Back on Saipa.n the men who were to go by
ship also waited a varying number of days for the
six surface ships on which they returned to the
Coast.
The first of these left on October 20 and the
last on November 15. These ships followed varying
routes Stateside. The original schedule had called for all to go via Oahu to Seattle but that was

changed so that most of them landed in San Fra.n·
cisco or the Los Angeles area. The last one put
i.n at San Pedro and the personnel were processed
at Camp Hahn and then shipped to their various
separation or reception centers.
By whichever means and whichever route the
men of the 73rd returned to the States, they all
found at the end of the journey what they had been
fighting for-our wives or sweethearts, our f.amili.es,
our parents. O.nce more we were able to go to
the corner drugstore for a milk shake and to the
neighborhood theater to see a movie from a dry
seat. Some of us wer-e separated from the Army
immediately and others enjoyed their temporary
duty for rest and recreation and then reported to
their next Stateside station •.
We were HOME.

The General and his successor, Colonel Lee

General O'Donnell Leaves for the States

I

\

'
The 499th and 500th Bombardment Groups
and the 65th and 91 st Air Service Groups were
deactivated right after returning. Wing Headquarters, the 497th and 498th Bombardment Groups
and the 303rd and 330th Air Service Groups started to reassemble .at March Field as ordered. However, on December 22 these units were transferred
to MacDill Field in Aorida. Since so few had returned from temporary duty there was confusion
of orders reminiscent of the early Clovis days. By
the middle of January, 1946, Headquarters for
these units were operating on a very curtailed
scale. In March the 497th and 303rd groups were
de.activated so in April the Wing consisted of
only the 498th and 330th and the 323rd Signal
Company (with personnel of two.) There had
been all sorts of rumors about the future of the
Wing-it was going to Puerto Rico to patrof the
Antilles-it was to stay in the States as a training wing-it w.as to be elevated to an Air Division.
Finally, on May 14, 1946, the 73rd Bombardment Wing was deactivated and all its remaining
personnel transferred to the VIII Bomber Command. The Wing had finished in Aorida the road
it started in Kansas.

THE B-29 LULLABY
Conceived and arranged by Gene Munday and his 7 SHARPS and A NATURAL
We will leave the Marianas
Catch the Japs in their pajamas
Drop our eggs on Fujiyama, Tokoy:ama, Yokohama, M,atsuyama, Kobe, and-a
have a Holiday on Wi·ngs.
We will fly o'er Ki'kl Jim.a, lwo Jima, Chichi Jima,
Ha-1\a-ha-ha-ha-ha Jima, Okinawa is a Shima,
We'll have lots of gasoline-a, for our
Holiday on Wings.
Guam, Saipan, we love you Tinian
Don't knock-a, you will find, we'll rockya,
Block by block-a in Osaka.
Matsuoka, hear us you will learn
To fear us, here we come, what's moy-a
We'll drink saki, in Nagoya.
ReHo Jima, Kito Jim.a, lwo Jima, Chichi Jima,
My-oh-my Minami Jima, Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-Jima
This I know that it will seem-a
'"
Like a Holiday
n Wings.
(To the tune of David Rose's Holiday for Strings.)

-After

-------------

Isley Field

• .>

A Boeing B-29 dispersal area at a Saipan base as seen thru the plexiglass nose
of a giant Superfortress

6. I.'s in a jeep on a sightseeing trip on
Saipan Island

Communications boys string wires
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The gallantry and outstanding ability of the
men of the 73rd were amply rewarded. The following are the numbers of awards and decorations made while we were still overseas and
more have bee·n made since our return. This list
includes both the ,awards and the oak leaf clus. ters.
Distinguished Service Cross. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

Distinguished Service Medal ............. .
Legi·on of Merit .................... , . . .

15

Silver Star. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

32

Distinguished Flying Cross ............. : .. 2605
Soldier's Medal .............. r . . . . . . . . . .

46

Bronze .Star. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

450

Air Medal. ............................ 14076

Col. Sutherland receives Legion of Merit

Lt. Cutler (497th) publishes the ·o rders for Air
Medal aw.ards--4/20.

Group receiving awards

Awards

FROJI

LD:UtEIIAB'f GEifii:RAL liA'l'IWI F • 'l'IYIIIIJ'G
'l'IIIS IS A GREAt HOUR OF VICTORY FOR 'l'IIE tl!ENTIJ!'l'll AIR FORCE

WHICH HU PROSECU'rED 'l'IIE WAR AGAIJfst 'l'IIE J.PAIIESE HOJIELAIID WUH
DEVAStATIIIG EFFECt.

!lEVER I!EFORE HAS AIR POJH! I!EFII SUCH A .IXVIIIAN!

FACTOR Ill 'l'IIE WiliNIIIG CF A WAR AIID JiEVER I!BFORE HAS OIIE AIR FORCE HAD
SUCH A LARGE SHARE IJi A VICTC!!T.

I All PROUD OF THE FLYIJ'G 1IEJI AliD

THE GROUJiD CREIIS OF THIS COIO!AliD WHOSE COURAGE. PERSEVERANCE AJiD
SllLL HAVE JIA.DE POSSIBLE 'l'IIIS OUTSTAIIDIJiG ACHI!VEIIEJi!. . I CO!IGRATULATE

YOU ALL.

To The 73rd Wing

- The presence on the island of f·o ur service
groups, e.ach set up to operate a base for 5,000
men, presented a problem as to how our personnel
could be utilized to their full extent without a
duplication... of working effort. This was resolved
by integration of personnel from the 65th and
91 st groups into Service Cen·t er A to service the
497th and 498tn planes on the l'lorthern strip and
the personnel of the 303rd ,nd 330th into Service
Center B to service the 499th and SOOth group

planes on the southern strip. During the period of
operations, salvage and reclamation shops, tire
build-up and engine build-up were centr.alized as
Wingp~eclL
·
The Service Centers began operati·ons .at the
beginning of November. Shop facilities and most
shop equipment were lacking for Service Center
A but operations were begun out of squad tents.
Service Center B had opportunity to construct
some sh•ops prior to beginning oper.a tions. Con-

ENGINE BUILD-UP
Newly received engines received final modificaHons for combat ·

siderable operati-ons during the early months were
hampered by lack of shop facilities and equipment and necessary det.ailing of shop personnel
to construct them.
During the period from March I to August 22
the Service Centers rep.aired 564 aircraft for the
five months peri·od for which figures are available.
Eighty-one per cent of these aircraft were rep.a ired
and returned to the organization wi·thin three days.
Every four weeks_ the .approximately 600 men ac-

tually assigned to duty in the Service Centers
supplied some I00,000 man hours of work. A
breakdown of the use of this time was that 66%
w.as utilized on work directly pertaining to aircr.af(
seven per cent for other work such as repairs of
small arms, typewriters and the like, 26flo for shop
overhead and only one per cent for delay representing the time spent waiting for work or transportati-on.

ENGINE TEAR DOWN
-Where old engines were partially dismantled and sent back for rebuilding
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REMEMBER THOSE ARMY CHARTS?
liERE'S SOME TO SHOW THE FOLKS
73rd BOMBARDMENT WING
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The following five pages show aerial views
of almost the entire 73rd Bombardment Wing
area as it was along the southern coast of Saipan.
Part of the SOOth Bombardment Group area is

missing. These pictures were taken by Lieutenant
Colonel Crocker Snow, Wing A-2 in June, 19-45.
Pictures are shown from west to east.

882nd Bombardment Squadro·n and 881 st Bombardment Squadron of the SOOth
~omb.ardment Group. In background were the 1894th Engineers and part of Isley

Field runway.

881 st Bombardment Squadron (SOOth Bombardment Group), 499th Bombardment Group He.adquarters and 877th Bombardment Squadron of 499th Bombardment
Group. Several hardstands may be seen in background.

877th Bombardment Squadron and 878th Bombardment Squadron. Both were in
499th Bombardment Group. In background was the 303rd Air Service Group area.

879th Bombardment Squadron (499th Bombardment Group), 323rd Signal Company Wing ,and 73rd Bombardment Wing Headquarters. Above hill was most of
Service Center B with the 303rd Air Service Group and 330th Air Service Group
in fi'Ont.

Part of 73rd Bombardment Wing Headquarters area and 875th Bombardment
Squadron, 498th Bombardment Group. Background shows 330th Air Service Group,
Service Center B, hardstands and part of runway.

875th Bombardment Squadron, -498th Bombardment Group Headquarters, 874th
Bombardment Squadron. Beyond main road were the 870th Chemical and 887th
Chemical Companies, Air Operations and the Wmg hospital. Upper right w.as the
65th Air Service Group.

874th Bombardmen·t Squadron and 873rd Bombardment Squadron (both -498th
Bombardment Group). Near background shows Wing hospital, 65th Air Service
Group and 91 st Air Service Group. Magicienne Bay is in far background.

873rd Bombardment Squ.adroon, 498th Bombardmen·t Group, 497th Bombardment Group
Headquarters, 869th Bombardment Squadron
l497th Bombardment Group). At top of picture is
Magicienne Bay. ·

All three squadrons of the 497th Bombardment Group-the 869th, 870th and 871 st were in
foreground. The 435th Aviati·on Squadron was
above road.

The 871 st Bombardment Squadron
Bombardment Group).
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We had victory gardens too
Remember how our laundry came back?

IWO JIMA

Capt. Bolger, C. 0. of the 435th Aviation
Squadron
·

Ch,aran Kanoa Sugar Mill
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